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Ueacbera <.tollege 1Rews

President's Ball
Wednesday, 8:30 P. M.

Sophomore Dance
Friday Night

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1935

VOL. XX.

February 8 . Will
Be Deadline for
Literary Entries

.................................................... Local Debater
Rural Prospects
In Industrial Arts Heads Ball Committee Tie DeKalb f:r
Discussed Friday
First at Normal

EI TEACHER PLAYS
MA HUBBARD ROLE
Our heroine rushed frant ically
into the College Inn. "Give ' me
a hamburger, a raw hamburger!"
Forks clattered and spoons
dropped. "A raw h ambur ger !"
she repeated.
Silence held
the
usually
noisy room. · Shamele~ly, if
questioningly,
the
innkeeper
handed -ever the raw hamburger, neatly enveloped in the
customary bun.
As the door closed behind her,
the famished students arose with
the precision that only wonder
can give and moved toward the
window. They stooped and peered out.
There in the middle of Sixth
street, they saw a workman holding a wild, half-starved dog. Our
heroine, Miss Hunter, broke bits
from the hamburger and fed
them to the gulping dog.
Thanks to Miss Hunter, · the
W·c-r kman now has a dog, and the
dog, no longer starving, now has
a home. vVe leave it to you, dear
readers-who should have the
Carnegle medal, dog, workman,
or Miss Hunter?

Short Stories, Essays, Book Reviews, and Poetry are All Eligible for Cash Prizes.
PRIZES TOTAL $12.00

NO. 16

President R. G. Buzzard Is Principal Speaker; Suggests Projects for Rural Schools.

Northern and Eastern Debaters
Each Win Nineteen Victories
Out of Twenty-eight.

FOUR TALKS GIVEN

46 TEAMS COMPETE

E. I. debaters tied for first place
Evidence that Industrial Arts merits
with
the debaters from Northern State
the News will sponsor its third annual
a place in the rural school curricula
Teachers
college at DeKalb in the preliterary oontest which will result in a
was presented to members of the Eastseasonal
tournament
held at Normal
special literary supplement to the
ern Illinois Industrial , Arts Round1
Friday
and
Saturday.
Each group won·
paper, containing the prize-winning 1
table Friday evening by four speakers.
a
total
of
nineteen
victories
out of a
manuscripts. The winners of the diDr.
Buzzard,
the
principal
speaker,
possible
twenty-eight.
Each
school
visions of the contest will receive cash
talked
from
the
standpoint
of
one
insent
four
or
more
teams,
and
each
prizes which will total twelve dollars.
terested
in
education.
In
his
talk
Dr.
team
participated
in
seven
debates.
This year the contest will be divided
Buzzard outlined things that could be
Girls' Team In Tie
into four groups of entrants; short
done
in
the
way
of
Industrial
Arts
in
The
EI
girls' teams tied with Destcry, essay, poetry and book review.
rural schools. He suggested work in
K alb for first place with a total of
Decide on Literary Judges
clay, paper, wood, and metal as apeleven victories in fourteen debates.
The manuscripts will be judged by a I
propriate courses for the rural school.
The m en's teams tied with DeKalb f.o r
faculty committee chosen from the !
English department. It is planned to J
Wesley C. Eastman Talks
third place with a total of eight vicask Robert Shiley, Quincy G. Burris, i
W. C. Eastman, of the Education detories out of the fourteen. The girls'
and H. DeF. Widger to act as official
j partment, emphasized four objectives
negative team consisting of Evelyn
judges in the contest. They will decide
of Industrial Arts in his talk - the
Mayer and J uanita Brown, and Darthe awards in each division, specifying
utilitarian value, the cultural value the
othy Ritchie, altern ate, won first place
first, second and honorable mention
recreational value, and the pyschol-ogamon g the girls' negative teams by
· 1 or spin
· ·t ua1 va1ue. Mr. E as t man
wm· ni'ng si·x out af a p ossi'ble seven d eIca
winners. The prizes which will be the
same in each division of the oontest
justified his objectives with personal
Dr. W. E. Sunderman, No-rmal Bo\trd bates. The men's negative team conare $2. for first, and $l.OO for sec- !1
experiences.
member, chairmans President's nail. sisting of J . P aul Reed and Glenn R.
00
·
M E t
ff d th
'b'l
Cooper tied for first place in men's
Winners.
I
r. as m an o ere
ree possi I - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••"" !negative teams with Manchester. The
ond Pace
1
Rules for the oontest are compara- 1
ities of getting Industrial Arts .intot
girls' affirmative team made up ·of
th e rura1 s~ h_oo1. Th
tively simple. Any high school or col- I.
, ey_ were: d Irec
lege student 'is eligible to enter the
teacher trammg, ex~enswn work, and
0
~lorence Duncan and Grace Kortum
contest with as many manuscripts as
the itinerant teacher who g-~es from
tled for second place with Olivet and
he chooses. It is permissible to enter
one school to another teachmg In0
the Normal B team .
d t · 1A t
1 · 1
Champion Collectivism
tnore than one manuscript in each dius na r s exc USIVe y.
On the girls' question which is: "Revision. In the short sto-ry division, enActual Experiences Related
solved that the general welfare of t he
;ries must be limited t o 1500 words
.
.
.
I The point of interest in the discuspeople of the United states is best
;a.rhile essays may contain only 40YO M1~s Irene ~1e~son from Umver- I sion was reached whe~ two rural school! 'La.st Trump, Eagle I, Heckler, and promoted by_ democratic collectivism,"
~o~ds. Book r.evie_ws must.. be of books
s1ty of Illmms to Address Wo- ~ teachers, K enneth 'Yilson an_d Delbe~t
Pan Will Carry Names of Stu- three were m all 28 affirmative vic.:
l/h1Chh were ._,ubwsned c.unng the last
men on Next Tuesday
Young, related the1r expenences m
d
C
. G
1t ·
28 negative .
.
--.
teachinP',., Incustrial
Arts · Mr · Wils-on!
ent ouncl1- -uests.
ones and
.
VlCtones. Seven
. . There. are no limitations on .the
ar.
·
·
·
•
schools
sent
g1rls'
teams.
e
)OetrJ,rY entnes. An ab~olu~e reqmr~- i Mrs. L. T. Kent spoke to the college tea~her near ~ismark an? author of an
Guests of the Student Council at
On the men's question, "Resolved,
~e_n~?t f_or ever~ manuscnpt m each di- 1women Tue~day morning . fo~;owi~g 1 ~rt~c~e r~gardmg Industnal Arts tea~h- that organization's banquet for social that all collective bargaining be
ISHis!On lS that It be typed.
chapel excrc1ses on ~he top1c, · SoCl!-tl j mg m IUral schools,. told of tak~ng leaders sometime in March will be neg-o tiated
throug·h
non-company
Contr.st En~s February 8
Work and ILs Rela~wn to Teaching," 1 up ~ row of unocc~pied seats and m- notified of their nomination through unions safeguarded by law," there were
The co~test, which began last ~eek, un~er the sponsorship of the Wom- stallmg a small wmk shop. Tools were four columns regularly appearing on ~9 affirmative and 46 negative victorwill contmue up to February 8, Fnday, ens League.
In- page four of the News. The columns Ies. There were 15 men's teams enter1 donated by students f-or the shop.
at 4 p. m. All entries must be pl~ced
Miss Irene Pierson, assistant to 1 t~rest was aroused in bot~ ~~ys and and conductors designated to invite ed in the debate, representing ten
in the News box by that date and time. Dean Maria Le-onard at the Univer- girls of all grades. ~he girls m~erest guests are "The Last Trump," "EI's schools.
Manuscripts should not be signed but 1 sity of Illinois, will address the wo- created a new problem for Mr. Wilson. Eagle I," "The Heckler," and "The
Participating in the debate were 16
should be ac~o:npanied ~Y a sealed en- ! men next Tuesday after chapel on He sol~ed ~is diffic~lties by_ of_feri~g Pan." To begin with, each column will girls' teams. representing five schools
velope contammg the t1tle and the "Real Girls in Reels of Life." Miss ·1 domestic science. Wilson said m his invite one guest every week. The first 1
name of author of the entry.
P ierson, an Illinois graduate, has ! talk, _"Beli~ve it or ~ot, but . I am of these novel invitations appear in
(Continued on Page 10)
jlectured quite extensively before wo- teach~ng gi:ls to ~ew.
The g~ls get this week's issue.
t
Cl
1 men's groups during the
past few expenence m cookmg by preparmg hot
The Council has designed this ban- EI Faculty Members
oun ry. . 1 e
u
years.
lunc~ for students during the winter quet as a means of officially honoring
Are Paris Speakers
Initiates Fourteen Mrs. Kent described the general na- I1 mo~ths of scho~l.
those students who have shown out___
ture of social work, the technique it
Tune, accordmg to Mr. Young, was standing leadership, both social and
The Country Life club decided that requires, and the manner in which it the biggest handicap to teaching In- scholastic. The majority of them will
Dean Hobart F. Heller and Wesley ·
a particular name should be adopted is related to teaching. She also dis- dustrial Arts . Most of the shop work be heads of campus organizations. A ~- Eastman, Director of Rural Educator this chapter of the Country Irife cussed the work of the visiting teach- is done after school. Mr. Young said committee, chosen by Council members twn, were speakers on the program of
AssoCiation at its meeting Wednesday er as a person trained 'i n bot h social that pupils are willing to sacrifice from its own membership, was chosen the . Eastern Illinois Schoolmasters'
evening. Lloyd Miller was elected as work and tea.ching. In conclusio:1 sh0 noons and recesses in order to work on two weeks ago to lay plans for the ,meetmg at Paris Wednesday evening.
the group's representative to meet with told of the possibilities for people m- their projects.
banquet and decide on those who are
Mr. Heller spoke at the general sesthe committee on student activities. It terested in social work a.s a profession.
entitled to the salutary honor.
sion of the organization on the subwas decided that the club would h ave
The speaker received her training in Editors Chosen for
This honorary banquet was devised ject, "Teacher Pensions." Superintendan annual dance or social event in the the University of Chlcago and m the
when it was pointed out that students · ent H. R. Jordan of Centralia was anspring and fall term of each year. New York School of Social Work. She
News Supplement in other lines of campus endeavor are other featured speaker of the general
Crystal F~nkhous-er
presen~ed the has had experience in social agencies
feted each year. Athletes of the col- meeting. Mr. Eastman spoke before
aims of d1fferent Country Life clubs in Chicago, New York and Milwaukee,
Heads for the special literary sup- lege, for example, are given a banquet th~e int~rested in the Ag. section,
taken from club l'iterature.
where she did social work in hospitals plement to be issued along with the at the end of the year. The council tellmg bnefly of Rural Educati-o-n work
Fourteen new members were initiat- and made family case studies. She New:;' on February 8 have been an- hopes to see this year's innovation be- at EI
ed into the club oy the candle llghti.ng supervised work 'i n both fields. Her nounced as follows: Harold Catting- oome an annual event at EI.
ceremony. Refreshments were serv- , last position before coming to Char- ham, executive editor; Roy Wilson,
Those extended invitations this week SCIENCE STUDENTS PLAN
ST. LOUIS TRIP FRIDAY
ed.
leston was as Supervisor of the T'ran- managing editor; and Stanley Elam, are Vincent Kelly, Flo-rence Wood, Hoy
sient camp in Milwaukee.
associate editor.
Wilson, and Alexander Summers.
The Botany 31 class will accompany
BURTON CLARK ELECTED
the TC Science club on its trip to St.
EPSILON PI TAU HEAD
Louis this Friday to visit the Shaw
As announced in last week's issue,
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Burton Clark was elected president
of the Epsilon Pi Tau at the regulRr
meeting Wednesday evening in ihe
Practical Arts Building. Other officers elected were: Ralph Haddock,
vice-president, Luc'ien Cox, secretarytreasurer.
These officers will preside for the
remainder of the school year.
Harry R. Jackson, retiring president,
presided at the meeting. R. W. Sharp,
faculty sponsor, in a brief talk outlined the program of Epsilon Pi Ta.u
for the ensuing year.

President's Ball Will Be Given This Wednesday Evening

A large number of EI faculty members and students are included on the
committees in charge of the President's Ball to be given Wednesclwr
evening from 8:30 until 12 :30 in the
Chamber of Commerce hall. A ~trtctly
non-political event, this dance is glven to raise funds for aiding victims
of infantile paralysis, and to assist in
research work on the disease.
The
proceeds from the first dance of this
nature, given last year, went to an
endowment fund for the Warm Springs,
'SENIORS SUPPORT DANCE
Ga., F-oundation, an organization en-- .
, gaged in caring for infantile paralysis
Members of the seni•o r class voted at I victims.
their meeting following chapel Tues- 1 A new plan is to be innovated this
day to subsidize the all school dance year, under which 70 per cent o.f the
proposed by the Student Council to I proceeds will remain in the communthe extent of twenty dollars. Presid ent . ity where the social events are g'iven
Herbert VanDeventer was empowered to aid in caring for local cases. The
to sign a contract with the Council to rem aining 30 per cent will go to a nathat effect.
tional fund for research work.

Gardens, which are at present featur--ing an orchid show of interest to stuH. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn H. dents. E. L. Stover, instructor of the
Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. MacGreg- class, will also make the trip.
or, Mr. and Mrs. Frieder'ich Koch, Mr.
The Science club has been planning
and Mrs. S . E. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. this trip for some time and invited the
C. P. Lantz, Mr. and Mrs. Paul VI . Botany class to accompany it on tne
~loan, Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Cav- 1St. _Louis excursion. H. M. Cavins, as .
ms, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. An- 1 adviser of the club, will also be in the
drews - members of the Recepl;lon party. The two groups will leave on
committee; E. L. Stover, chairman of the Nickel Plate railroad early Friday
the Entertainment committee.
morning and plan to return Friday·
Dean Hobart F. Heller, Miss Lena B. night.
Ellington and Mrs. C. S . Spooner are
members of the Ticket
committee.
PLAN SUPRISE MEETING
Mrs. F. A. Beu, Mrs. F. E. Boucher, and
Dean Nathile McKay are among the
An illustrated lecture - the subject
hostesses for the dance.
and expounder of which will not be
Student hosts and h ostesses include: revealed until meeting time - is schedMargaret McCarthy, Maxine Harrod, uled for the Science club meeting
Shirley Harrod, Alexander Summers, Wednesday evening in the Physics
Hugh Harwood, R eno Bianch'i, GPr- laboratory.
ald Reed, Glen
Cooper,
Charles
This much is hinted about the lecSpooner, Gerald Royer, and Harold ture: it will not deal directly with the
Cottingham.
Biological or Physical sciences,

•

'Skinny' Hemp's orchestra, which
played the Winter opening of the Eagle Ballroom in Milwaukee prior to
Chr'istmas, has been booked for the
occasion. Byron Miller, former TC and
EI student, is chairman of the eommittee in charge of ticket sales. Tickets, which are one dollar per couple,
may be purchased from townspeople
or at the door Wednesday night. Arrangements are also being m ade to
place tickets on sale at local drug
stores.
Dr. W. -E. Sunderman, membBr of
the Normal School Board and general
cha'irman of the President's
Ball,
states that the dance is to be quite informal and that no students should
stay away for want of formal dress.
Faculty members on various committees include: E. H. Taylor, m ember of
Executive committee; President and
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mr and Mrs. C.
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TIC vs. Robinson-League
Tourney Wednesday

Nruia

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

VOL. XX.

Science Club Trip to
St. Louis-Friday

CHARLESTON, I LLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1935

Symposium Presents Views of Various
Campus Leaders on Question of Order. E~ttnriullty:

NO. 16

Paris Van Horn, Brocton High Mentor,
Will Coach Blue and Gold Next Year
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Student Comment Aimed at New
Regulations for Control of Conduct During Free Periods.

Greenup Ca..gers Trim
Blue and Gold, 47-11

(Editor's Note: Each week a
member of the faculty w'ill give his
views on some important question
pertaining to high school life, <l.nd
in the following issues members of
the student body will be asked lo
give their opinions on the :>ame
question.)
A call to order!

TC Natives Embark
On Iceberg Cruise

New Coach Has Established Re.
markable Record at Brocton
Greenup, and Farmer City. '

--·
News!
TC
natives
drifted away on a
Greenup High's powerful cage repP aris J . VanHorn, head basketball
(Ed. Note : This feature ::>tarted
huge
iceberg
to
far
Alaska
~t
on
resentative
1n the Eastern Illinois coach at Brocton high school for the
0
out as a mere "Wee Wonders" but
League romped over T. C. high school past four years, will coach at TC high
o'clock, Thursday afternoon. However,
the question 'is of such importance
they
were
under
strict
supervislon,
for
at Greenup Thursday night by a 47 next year, succeeding Ernie Pricco,
.at present that we believe it de··
Miss
Ruth
Reat
proved
to·
be
a
most
to 11 score. It marked the second former star gridder here. VanHorn
serves more notice. The interest
excellent
guide
throughout
the
Northtime this season that Jake Vole's has established a sensational coaching
and serious thought shown by high
ern journey. Following Robert HalThe true picture of any high school Greenup quint has whipped T. c.
record in Eastern Illinois during his
school students when interviewed
lowell's brief discussion of our pur- is portrayed through the conduct of
Teh victors grabbed an early lead, stay at Brocton, which was preceded
is creditable.)
chase of Alaska, Miss Reat presentf!d its students, and after all, to display running it to a 13 to 3 total :.1t the by equally successful years at Greenup
Generally speaking, the six students many different views of that oountry. good conduct, one has but to act a.s a close of the first period. Greenup and at Farmer City.
who were asked, "What are we to do
lady or gentleman. Therefore, might added 11 while T. C. was netting one
The acquisition of VanHorn followed
about order at TC during the noon
"All of Alaska is not a land of ice we not say that by demanding good basket in the second period. Gre·~nup
.a
decision by D. A. Rothschild, TC
pericd and between classes?"-believ- and snow as some people think," she conduct in our school, we are trainin!; slackened its pace 1n the third period,
principal,
Walter W. Cook, director of
ed that conduct has improved s'ince stated. "That section known as the pan ourselves to be ladies and gentlemen? scoring six points to the single iree
the
Training
school, and President R.
the reign of the SBC. However, pea- handle has a very mild climate, and, Inasmuch is I'm a teacher, I o:;uppose I throw tallied by the Blue and Gold.
ple who believe that we are falli.:1g in some parts, beautiful flowers cover I should list a number of "don't;:;" as Greenup's biggest quarter was reserwd G. Buzzard to organize a definite facdown should do something about it.
the hillsides.
a formula for good conduct. However, for the last, 17 points finding their ulty group at TC . "One of the ser"Have we loot our order and :::.aphis"If a map of Alaska were superim- this is by no means necessary.
way through the hoop. T. C.'s play vices," they report, "we are quite sure
tication of former years? New teach- posed on one of the United States its
How should you act as a lady or was injured by the absence of Bob we need is that of a man to coach
athletic teams. We wanted a man
ers have come here surprised at the boundaries would coincide with the ,g entleman? Act as you would exped King, regular center.
who
has already proven his ability
dignity with which our high school is Great Lakes, South Carolina, the Gulf, me to act, should I call upon you in
Franklin, forward, and Carlin, renand
who
has the personal quality that
run, but are we losing some of it now? and Los Angeles." Other points of in- your own home.
ter, led the Greenup attack, each
makes
for
success in handling playW e h ave the reputat1·0 n of bei·na- ~ a terest, in description of the couni;r~·J
We are crowded here at TC', and tile scoring five field goals and three free ers."
grown up "little college" - that is, and its people followed.
floors as well as long halls a.rnplify free throws. Mirus, with four points,
VanHorn's entire coaching record
we've passed the childish pranks of
every sound a thousand t'imes over. paced T. C.
glitters with success. As athletic digrade schools into something bigger,
Let's show consideration for
our
------rector at Farmer City, his teams
finer, and more businesslike. It wa,s
neighbors. Let's not rattle lockers COLLEGE PLAYERS TO
ranked high each year.
In 1931 he
said between two sponsors as a group
after the bell rings. Let's take it scrBE FOOTLIGHT GUESTS went to Brocton, and the first year
of girls entered into the sports of GAA
iously and good-naturedly when a, stuthere his team won 18 and lost eight
p~ayday; "Where did t~ose lady~J'ike . Latest flash! Seni~rs are actually go- d ent board member cautions us. All-in- , Plans to present a three act play in games.
grrls come from? They re such good mg to start on the1r class play by all-let's be ladies, let's be gent.lemen! an "open house" meeting, with the
In commenting on Mr. VanHorn's
sports and yet, stand out somt>how ~ebruary 1. Seven teachers .are to Lets' train ourselves for the days after Players as special guests, were the appo-intment to the TC high position,
from the rest.
The answer came 1 JUdge the tryouts and followmg the graduation, when we ru-e on our own. feature of the Footlights club meet- President Buzzard said: "Paris J. Vanback, "'!'hey come from TC and ~ou announcement of the cast, practices
-D
ld A R th~ h' ld ing Wednesday evening.
Frances Horn has had a remarkably successcan expect that." But are we fallmg will begin immediately.
ona
. o _,c l . Shafer, James Clark, and Betty Lou
down in some of our standards, for
At present a committee of Aline
Bails were appointed to select a play
(Continued on P age 10)
instance, ordeT in between classes and Claar, Margaret Morris, Bob King,
for the occasion which will be coachat noon period? We have ~he. opin- Hugh McMorris, and George Farrar
ed by the club 'advisors l()l' other facions of five seniors an~ one Junlot> :1ll are reading plays. A list of available
Tuesday
ulty members.
of wl_lom sta:nd out ~ some defuute plays was presented in la.:>t wee~'s
News staff meeting 3:15. Be there
Following the selection of a proway m the history of C.
News . From the plays now m cons1d- t 0 d.1
th
1
f
EI Press As- gram committee composed of Pauline
"The scene 1n room 20 in the monl- eration one will be chosen upon by\
e Pans or
Smith Rosina Sissel and Margaret
· : ·cuss
ing and at noon is distinctly cha,n~- next week, so casting may be started. soCia wn.
W d
d
Serve; a one act pl~y "The Last Silk
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING
ed. Somebody is to be commended.
Mr. Sharp and Miss Neely favored
Basketball to ~n::e;t-EI League Hat"
presented.
The
·
· th e c1ass se1ec t·wn of th e cas t a t th e
GAA regular u e t'ng
t 6·45 acme
The cast was made up of William
· days of the. "Wars . of the Erasers"
are over. TC lS calmin.g down. 1\.fr. t
t b t th
·tt
f
d
m e1 a
· ·
. .
. . .
.
Southwest Corner
'th th
. t ce of the ry ou s u
e comm1 ee av,o·r e a and help plan for the ping pong Hemlem, George Farrar, V1rglma HemSquare
hild
Rothsc
, WI
e ass1s an
faculty committee. Mr. Shiley, Mr. t
t
11em_,
· v 1rg1n1a
· · · w·11·
1 1ams, and B ett y L ou
Student A1.des, has at last ta ed our Ross, Mr. Sharp, Miss Ellington, Mr. ournamen . Thursday
B 1
playful little boys and girls. When we Alter, Miss Neely, and another memal s.
More EI League
games.
are granted privileges we should show ber to be chosen later, will judge the
Friday
our appreciation for them by d.olng tryouts.
to
what 'is expected of us. Down wit h
Hurrah! Science club on sojourn
distant city of St. Louis. Leave at 4:00
Chaos and three cheers for the 'Kjng-with a New 1935 Stewart-Warner Radio on these long, cold Winter
Did Mr. Thomas receive the sand- - Return at 9:30.
fish'!"
wich that the hungry 10:45 class was
nights, and really enjoy a full evening in your easy chair? StewartBasketball
practice
for
girls.
Yes!
Bob King, King of TC Hi~h ,
going to give him?
Warner Radios have that fine , natural tone that you will enjoy. Let
From
4:00
to
6:00.
President of the seniors, and ~ap 
us show you a Real Radio.
Coming
Attractions
tain of the football team. ·
Look for placards saying, "We adAll HS P arty-February 9.
"Snowballing, fights, slamming. of ve.Ltise in Teachers College News.
GAA ping pong tournament.
desks, loud talking in the assembly
STEWART-WARNER DEALERS
of a high school? Our h'igh '>chool?
Patronize th~ News advertisers.
No! Not now, at least. 'Way b<tck each other to obey their orders."
when we were freshmen, we recall such
Beatrice Widger, "TC's poet."
+ I - I I - 11IIII IIMI II- II - II 111- II I I - I IIII-111-MI-IIII-11-II-1111-III1 1 - I IIk- 1 1 - l l - l l - l l - l l _ . l _ l l _ . l - t l . t t - e l l - t l l - l l - ll - 1 1 -t +
r.hildish actions but \SUCh days n.re
"As far as order is concerned, there
over. We students at TC are f~ st should always be order of some kind ,
f
becoming the "ladies and gentlemen'' but as to having strict order itt the J
who have been set up as our ideals morning and noon free time, I don't
DR. W. B. TYM
Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
since September. So let's keep on believe in it. This is our social hour. Phones : Office, 126; Residence, 7151
trying and perhaps Mr.
Rothschild They said to be sure to make this serf
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
J . A. OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
DENTIST
may be persuaded to believe that his ious. · Well, seriously, 'before school
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
•
hard work has not been done in vain.·• periods' don't bother me much, be1 Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5
Aline Claar, Queen of TC, prescause if I don't like their management,
J
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
ident of French Club, and "honor
I don't come. I think we should all
j Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 j
Charleston, Ill.
Charleston, Ill.
bright."
take this attitude a.nd not ,g o 'in to be
"If everybody eats lunch as I do at a menace to hard working students
noon, they should be allowed to let it trying to catch up on a bit of studyDR. 0. E. HITE
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
settle in merriment and ease of mind. ing in noon hotir. My idea is t o hit a
DR.
WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
DENTIST
This is one of the few reasons why happy medium of talking and visiting
OPTOMETRIST
Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 A. M. and
room 29 should not <b e run lil'-e :t at noon hours as long as it is t~.lking.
1st National Bank Bldg.
2:00 to 6:00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P. M.
study hall. Of course, if one feels Mornmgs, I think, should be quieter
•
Alexander Bldg.
j
604% Sixth st.
Office Hours: 8-12-1-5
he has to study at noon there are so that if anyone wishes to study he
North Side of the Square
:Phones: Office, 30 ; Res. C. D. S. 770:
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629
empty class rooms which can be used, may; but it is also a good time to get
Res. W. M. S., 132
so why sober up room 29 just for the caught up on committee meetings, no- +1_ 11_ 11_ 11_ 11_ 11_ ,_11_ 11 _ 11_ 11_ 11- 11 -T •- 11- 11- 11- II- oc- 11- •1- II- 11- 11- 11- II- IT"" - 1'- " -"-"-"-"-"-"-"-" -'- '"'
sake of a few? In my opinion, let it tices, assignmen ts, etc., which require
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
DR. C. E. DUNCAN
:
DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
be a place for more or less social, whispering. But don't forget Mr. Alt 1
516 % Sixth St.
•1
OCULIST
!Office Hours 8 to 12:15 & 11:30 to 6:15
friendly conversation, not dead silent er's statement in study hall the other
like a Quaker church."
day, 'Human beings are given the
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Corner 8th and Jackson
·
Saturday and Monday Nights
Bob Thomas, another "honor
power to whisper.' It is nice. Let's u c;e
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
•
Office and Residence
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
bright."
it ."
"During class periods the halls
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160
Phon~ 12
501 Jackson St.
"Trude" Gertrude Foltz, p·r esishould be free of all disorder, but bedent of GAA.
tween classes a certain amount of so"Has TC fallen down in her eLm - +•-u-••-••-a~•-••-••-•--••-••-••-4•-••-+-w•-••-••-••-••-•tt-••-••-••-••-e•-••-t•+-••-••-••-e•-t•-••-ta-aa-tl-tt-aa-e•-•+
cial conversation and noise is all duct? There seems to be some discusDR. H. A. SHAFFER
Phone: Office and Res. 242
right, I think. As long as the colleg~ sion as to this. Last year it wasn't
Corner 6th and Van Buren
•
y M D
I
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
G. B. DUDLE ,
. •
complains a bout the high school, we safe . to walk into room 29 without
1
Physician and Surgeon
1·
Linder Bldg.
should eliminate our chances of be- danger of bein,g hit by an eraser a.nd
511
ing involved in any trouble by he- it was rather risky to express your
Office Hours: 9 a. m . to 9 p. m.
11
% Jackson Street
Office Hours: 8:30-12; 1-5 :30; 7-9
mg orderly perhaps more than ordin- opinions, for the waste-baskets \'/ere
Phone 440
Thursdays-8:30-12; 7-9
arily is necessary. At noon I :::ee 110 almoot always filled With people who
reason why we should stay out of the 'talked too much'. Now the halls a.re
corridors (since there are no classes in patrolled by our Board of Control and
DR. B. C. TREXLER
~ Office Phone 173
Res. Phone 972
session) as long as we keep order- were kept in room 29 so we can't
DENTIST
DR. CHARLES E. GREER
FRANCIS W. CHITTICK, 0. D.
and "order" means not to clutter the bother anyone. The only thing a.llowfloor with paper or throw m atches. ed is good conversation. If TC will
721 Jackson Street
•
Est. 1903
Linder Bldg.
Lenses Ground While You Wait
As for the SBC' controlling the room, cooperate we can convince people that
Phone 77
J
it has usually never worked before in we are 'all right' under a new 'h eart'.
387 ; R es. 1037
•1114 S. Main St.
Paris, Illinois
.
Phones: OffICe,
other schools because the students
Claude Durgee, president of th~
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p
.
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Dunbar Replaces Chromis for Mid-winter Dance
Name Committees for Semi-formal to Co-chairman of Dance Helen Haughton, President of Pem Hall,
Be Given ·b y Phi Sigma Epsilon--Hall
Outlines Social Events for Winter Term
Plans More Forward for Dan~e;
Glen Cooper is Fratermty
Chairman.

Games Are Featured
At M ee t.1ng of L eague
Unit Nine on Monday

----------------------.

I Tea, Dance, and Party Named
Faculty Members
as Probable Social Affairs;
Are Hostesses to
Change List of Officers.
Taffy Pull Monday

1

I

The orchestra oom~it.tee for .the
Helen Haughton, new president of
Pemberton Hall - Phi Sigma Epsilon I A social hour was held Monday eveMiss King and Miss Ba.nkson were Pemberton Hall, has announced a part
Mid-winter Semi-formal received word n~ng in the .. east. Musi~ room b~ the I
hostesses to several college girls 1:1t a of the social calendar for the rest of
last week that Joe Chromis' orchestra g1rls- of Umt Nwe. Sixteen enJoyed j
taffy pull held Monday evening. Miss the year. The functions planned inhad merged with Johnny Davis, thus the games and fun. Candied apples
Hortense Shields, ·who lost all her )'')(ISsessions in a fire last week, was hon- elude: a dance in conjunction with
making it impossible for the Chromis I were served by the hostesses, I<,lorence
ored with a shower. Each guest Phi Sigma Epsilon, a Valentine tea,
band to play the dance as announced Wood and Helen Swanson.
brought
some a1·ticle of
clothing. and a tea for the faculty. The relast week. As a result, Byr·on Dunbar's
In addition to the hostesses, ~~h.ers I
Games
were
enjoyed
during
the
eve - mainder of the social calendar has
orchestra which played the women's present were Ruth Margason, \i 1v1an I
ning.
Those
present
were:
Mary
otto,
either not been ananged or arrangeGlee Club For~al last year, has been Hamel, Evelyn Mayer, Katherine Hall,
Maxine Ford, Dorothy Fleming, Mary ments are not complete. They will
engaged to furnish the music for the Edith Farrel, Mary Croughan, Eleanor
Strack, Grace Gould, Helen carv8 r, be announced at a later date.
McFarlen,Ardys Crowder, Maxine Kiroccasion.
Viola Maranto, Lucille
Grabowski,
Annette Blomquist recently was
by, Evelyn Walters, Katherine Shores,
Dunbar has been located at the
Neuvella
Smith,
Stella
Shrader,
Eveelected
as representative of the Hall
Wilma Brumleve, Virginia Lee nnd
Chermont Ball Room in Omaha for the
lyn Anderson, Aleene Helton and Hor- for the meeting to balance the social
Glenna Simpson.
past several weeks. While there he
tense Shields.
calendar for the year.
appeared on programs over WOW. The
!he next meeting will be held the
GLEN
COOPER
I
The members of the Hall Council
engagement here on Friday, February I thud Monday of February at 142.3
are
as follows: Violet McFarland,
8, will be a unit in an Eastern tour Fourth street.
Georgia
Leisher, Stephani Snyder,
------·--------which the band is starting. ComprisSEVERAL EI WOMEN
Harriet Ray, Frances Morrison, Joing twelve men, Dunbar's organizaARE E ITERTAINED BY
sephine Moulton, Josephine Novotny,
tion features two singing trios. The
J\fEN OF PANTHER LAIR
Plans for an old-fashioned card and Helen Haughton, Mary
Elizabeth
members of the group are quite ver- I
Valentine party to be held the second Bratton, Annette Blomquist, and Marsatile, playing a total of thirty instruCollege men liv'ing at the Panther week in February were made at the tha Reeder.
ments.
Members of the Home ManagemP.nt Lair were host to several EI women
meeting of Unit 8, 765 Seventh street,
The girls of Pemberton Hall will
Pemberton Hall's oommittees, head- class of the Teachers College enter- saturday evening. Mr. and Mn. H. F. Wednesday evening.
have
their meetings on Monday
tained Friday evening with a buffet Heller and Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Jacked by Helen Haughton, are: Decor- supper at the apartment of their 'i n- son were chaperons.
Sarah and Marian Wozencraft. nights. The officers are elected to
ations-Josephine Moulton, chairman; structor, Miss Clara Atteberry, H25
hostesses to the group, served refresh- 1 hold office for only one quarter.
Annette Blomquist, LaRue Shepherd, Fourth street. Cards and social conDancing, cards, and ping pong were ments after an evening of bridge.
Mary Elizabeth Bratton, Violet Me- versation followed after supper. Miss the chief diversions of the ev~ning.
_____
25c Tooth Brushes--19c; Cleansing
1
Farland, Jane Smith, Peggy Fellis, and Phyllis Adkins acted as hostess.
Refreshments were served at the close
.
. I Tissues-10c. Full line cold remediesHelen Barr; tickets
Josephine
.
.
of the evening.
Members of Umt Ten were enter- Walgreen System Drug Store-North
Novotny, chairman; and Mary Baker;
Those ~resent .besides MIS~ Attebertained at a "pot-luck" supper by Ruth side square.
programs _Juanita Br·own, chairman; ry and Miss. Adkins were: Misses. Ruby
Foltz, Wednesday evening. Twenty-six
I
members
were present. Dancing and
B ar bara Ann P owe 11 , Agnes Wor land , I Conover, Allee Groff, Helen Devmney,
"''
t
1
F. E. BARNES, M. D. D. 0.
·
s ch eer, J ane z·Immer- 1 Wanda Lee Lorton, Messrs. ~ mcen
E mi·1 y El mrra
muslc were the main diversion after l1
., 1 t
OSTEOPATH
d'inner. The February meeting will
man; Lola Hawkins, and Blanche Han- K~lly, Ger~ld McNeal, ~~oy I< uA e,
Phones
526-194
.
f
h
ts
~
d
Richard
Daily,
Donald
Cavms
and.
Roy
WEEK-END
VISITORS-take
the
form
of
a
V~entine
party.
k ms;
re res men
yWen o1yn W'l
·
Rooms
5-6-7,
Mitchell
Block
1
Oliver, chairman; Wilba Cribbet, DorI son.
Rolla Foley '34 visited friends at EI.
1
Charleston,
Ill.
othy Swinford, Margaret Spittler, Irma
Fern Richter '34 of Muncie, Ill., was IRE E WHIT ACRE IS
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.
Vesper, Martha Reeder, and Dorothy
the guest ·of Norma cox.
IIOS'l'ESS ~TO FRIEr DS
Richey.
Helen Sabin was in Mattoon.
Irene Whitacre infromally enter- ~ ·===============:.
Phi Sigma Epsilon's committe, head_____
LeRoy Amyx from Pana was the tained several friends Sunday eveed by Glen Cooper, includes Rex HovThe girls at Pemberton Hall enteJ.'- guest of Dorothy Bonham Sunday and ning·. Bridge and "seven-up" were enious and Charles Brian.
tained guests at tea, Sunday after- Monday.
joyed during the evening. The guests
noon, from five to six, immediately
Betty Daugherty was a visitor in were: Lucille and Florence Bubeck
after the vesper musical. The fol- Lakewood, Ill. "
1 and Vera Evans.
Manipulating Massage Shampoo
lowing poured: Miss McKay, Helem
Margaret Vincent and Katherine
--------------Personality Hair-dress
Haughton, Violet McFarland, Georgia Shores were visitors in Mattoon.
Ernestine Bush spent last week-end
Scalp Treatments
Facial Treatments
Leihser, Josephine Moulton, Mary Elizwith Betty Moore at Humboldt.
Manicuring
About five hundred students and abeth Bratton, Annette Blomquist and
Lash and Brow Dyeing
townspeople attended the. first of a Frances Monison. Haniet Ray was
Josephine Thomas and Kathryn
Patronize the News advertisers.
Permanent Waving
series Qf vesper concerts given by the chairman of the tea.
Walker were dinner guests at the Lair
Cosmetics--Beyer Products
college orchestra and concert band
last sunday . . . Bonnie Gher was
in the auditoriu~ Sunday afternoon.
Pemberton Hall will be the seen~ of absent from school last week because
R. w. Weckel directed. the progran;, a. faculty paxty, Monday
evening, of illness. She is in Allendale . . . .
the time when you'll need your
which· was announced m last weeks February 4. The entertainment is be- Emily Miller and Marie Weber were
supply of application photos.
issue of the News.
ing provided by the new members of week-end guests of Rosemary Sallis at
1f you've seen your friends'
The next concert will be given on the faculty. Miss Winifred Neely is Herrick . . . Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Mac1
photos
you'll surely have your sitSunday afternoon, February 10.
in charge of the program and Mlss Gregor, Robert ~yers, R:alph Mci~tosh,
ting made here.
Clara Atteberry is cha'irman of the and Thomas Cnamberlm were dmner
Phone 1501
815 Monroe
refreshment
committee.
guests at Pemberton Hall Wednesday
OPIIOJ\IORES PLAN '1'0
!Lois Weathers
PO ISOR DA . . CE F'R IDA Y
I evening.
Phone 283
611 Sixth St.
Margaret Annstrong, Anna J. Lang
Dorothy Armes spent the week-e11d l.---------------------------------1
Donald Cavins, s-ophomore presi- in Chicago.

Two Units of League
Feature Social Hours

Home lVI:anagement
Class Entertains

I

Social News in Hues

Pemberton Hall Is
I
Hostess on Sunday

I

For
Beauty'S Sake

First Vesper Concert
Is Presented Sunday

I
I

It is Drawing Nearer

Beauty Shop

I

I

~~ ~

TYPEWRITERS

dent, announces that the second year
Eloise Shafer was in Tuscola
class will give a dance in the gym- the week-end.
nasium following the EI-Carbondale
game Friday night. It is to be of
very informal nature, and open to
1
all students. More details will be
given in an announcement later in
the week.
The W AA council entertained at \
a. six. o'clock dinne~ Wednesday ~ve- 1 505 North 22nd St., Mattoon, Ill.
FORMER STUDENT IS
mng m honor of MISS Margaret Kmg,
MARRIED ON SUNDAY who is leaving soon for Colu~bia U~li--versity. The regular council :neer,mg
At three o'clock Sunday afternoon, followed dinner.
BAND BOX DRY CLEANING
Miss Wilma Butcher of Aroola beThose present 'including the guest 1
Odorless-No Fading
came the bride of owen Ryan, son of honor were: Miss King, Miss Hup- 1
No Shrinking
of Mr. and Mrs. o. F. Ryan of Char- prich, Mary Love, Catherine Lumbrick,
leston. The bride is a graduate of Freda Lo,gan, Glenna Simpson, Max- I
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES
Arcola high school and attended EI ine Kirby, Martha Milholland, Treth3.
last year. Mr. Ryan is a graduate of Gautenbein, Esther Simons, Katherine
Charleston high, and is now employed Shores, and Ma.ry Frances Ethe-rr.on.
PHONE 397
in the city.
Miss Ruth Smith, an instructor in
the Lovington school system and an EI
HO 1E MANAGEMENT
graduate, was in Charleston over t~e
GROUP GIVES TEA week-end with her room mate, MISs
- 1
Members of the
Home Management 11 Irene Peck of Cerro Gordo.
NEW GROCERY AND
class entertained with a tea at the
MARKET
apartment of their instructor, Miss ;
Fresh Fruits and VegetablesI
Clara Atteberry 1425 Fourth street, I
We Always Have the Best.
,
from 2 until 4 'p. m. Sunday after- 1I
r
noon. About thirty faculty members
CHARLESTON
......
and students called during the two
FRUIT STORE
1020 Lincoln St.
Phone 1478
hours. Ruby Conover served
as
Phone 531
hostess.

W AA Council Gives
Dinner Wednesday !

Modern

and
REPAIRS

Edward L. Church

Sanders Studio
~--------------------------------·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

FOR VALENTINE
Give Her a Nice Heart-Shaped Box of
Johnston Candies

Corner Confectionery
Phone 81

I

Sunshine Laundry

I

1..------------------------------.1

Sf

I
I

Lawyer's Grocery

-·o--... '-------------------------------'

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
WELCOMES YOU!
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for the girl.
HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXANDER'S

"WATCH FOR THE 1935 FORD V-8 CARS"

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

PRONE 666
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~tWS Legislature Hits at
~
Communistic Trends
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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

.i
i

C
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AMPUS
LOSE-UPS

Readers
Revue
By Evelyn Hallowell

Overtures ·Of "red hunting" develPublished each Tuesday of the school year by the stu- oped when bills intended to keep
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at "Communist teachings" out of the
_
-By the Editor
! Lillian Hillman's The Children's
University of Illinois and other IlHnois
Charleston
Hour seems to be one of the American
college and universities were introplays
of the year. George Jean Nathan
Entered as second class. matter November 8, 1915, at the duced in the state senate Wednes\irt,y. FULL LENGTH PORTRAITsays
the
stage pr.oduction does credit
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March
Senator
Charles
Baker
of
the
Rockto
the
play
with a few exceptions. The
3, 1879.
And who is the man to whom at least 118 stuford district was the author of the
Petrified
Forest
on Broadway with
Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
b'ills designed to "tone down" the rlents of the coUege owe their presence and exist- Peggy Conklin.
ence at EH 1,hat particular
Alexander Summers '36 ........................................................ Editor teaching f'tttitudes in state institutions.[
responsibility is the property
Pearl S. Buck concludes her trilogy
Under
threat
of
serious
impairments
Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224........................Business Manager financially the colleg-es and tmivel·of one Mr. Jack Austin, a of Chinese life with A House Divided
junior at EI. Mr. Austin's (Reyna! and Hitchcock, $2.50). The
Harold Cottingham-Phone 1146.................. Publicity Director sities were virtually warned to stop
trilogy began with The Good Earth,
Evalyn Schooley ........................................ .............. Society Editor such teachings. The University of Ilpresent trust is derived from and was continued in Sons. In this
Margaret Servey .......................................... High School Editor I'inois was one particular target. One
his station as student .d.irector book she brings her story down into
Franklyn L. Andrews .......................................................... Adviser of the bills would withhold state ap?f the FERA. In additiOn, he modern China. Viewed as a whole,
propriations for any of the five normal ,
IS
a regular on the basketball her work is an impressive achievecolleges if they permitted a member 1
team
and is active in organiza-1 ment, rich in humanity, and revealof the faculty to "advocate overthrow I
tion
work.
He is a member of ingly interpretive of the East to the
of the present form of government." ·
Member
Member
Jack Austin
Fidelis. Mr. Austin is a grad- West. To many, The Good Earth rej The second bill, applying to privatelyIllinois College
National Scholastic
uate of Charleston high school, ~ains the best book of the three. As
controlled
colleges
and
universities,
Press Ass'n.
Press Ass'n.
would remove the schools' prope-rty tax whe.re he was ~ star a~hlete and a devotee of dra-11t frequently happens ~th trilogies,
exemption on the same grounds. \Vhat rna tics. Jack 1s a twm brother of Charles like- . the last book seems less v1tal than the
,i'irise a junior in the college and a track sta/
first. There are those who believe
ho!
that the latter books are hardly
It is nort known just what action
TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1935
"their own excuse for being," (parabe taken by the Senate in rul'in~ on EXPOSURES
phrasing Emerson) .
these bills. The legislature convenes
.
Those
'ponderings
of
a
pundit'
appearing
Riders of the Sky by Leighton
again today and it is prob!tble that
Flurry of Meetings on Tuesday
m the News last week concerning Mr. Stephen
Brewer (Houghton, Mifflin and Comfurther discussion of the subject 'Nill
Demands Regulation
pany, $2.50), a narrative poem of the
Leacock's humorous lecture were not written
follow.
flying men on the Western Front,
by Mr. J-. Paul Reed. (That is going to disapWhile we are enjoying the multiple benefits of
specifically.
the airmen of the Allies, is
point a lot of people and we don't care.)
r o,
two days of chapel, it comes to light that one or two
a
saga
of
y.outh.
There are many
that particular ''drool'' in question was disundesirable conditions have arisen from the change.
passages,
even
pages,
that do not rise
p~nsed ?Y Mr. St~nley Elam, who is penningChief among them is the congestion of meetings folabove
the
level
of
prose.
But there
himself mto prommence at EI. Of course, the
lowing rruesday's chapel hour. Since the first part
are
flashes
of
magnificent
poetry.
If
Students and faculty members
article by Mr. Elam made no serious pretenof the week is the natural time for all groups to
Leighton
Brewer
has
mingled
both
a.re invited to clamber upon the
sions as to its purpose. It was merely a clever
meet, it develops that they bid for the period folNorse and Greek mythology, and made
soap box an.di give vent to their
take-off on several of the articles written by
lowing chapel, at which announcement of the meetgenerous use of Norse and Greek leopinions on anything printed in
Mr. Reed, and should have been taken no
ings can be made. What has resulted~ As many 1 the News, problems around school,
gend, he is, nevertheless, never derivamore seriously than Mr. Leacock's lecture.
as ejght large group gatherings have been called. or national topics which may have
tive. Modern legends have sprung up
We
''feel
reasonably,
secure
in
saying''
that
Of course under those conditions no one of those
about these knights of the ait above
a bearing on colleges. Please limit
even Mr. Reed would have entertained no
the warring lines, and one is not alorganizations can expect full membership to be . letters to 150 words. All communiways certain when Mr. Brewer is resuch fancies as set forth in the article. But
pres0nt. In addition, it seems that all wish to meet ' cations must beair the signature of
counting- fact and when fiction .
you would be surprised to know how many
in the reception room. Last 1,uesday, so urgent and the writer. The News assumes no
New Books to be published in Febpeople actually thought he had written it.
numerous were requests for this particular chamber responsibility for opinions expressed
ruary
or March are: fiction, He Sent
Both
1\fr.
Reed
and
your
editors
were
be.
that President Buzzard had to assign the various in this column.
Forth
a Raven by Elizabeth Maddox
seeched vvith such queries as, ''Why would
clubs to vacant rooms while he read the announceRoberts
(Viking Press) ; That Fellow
the aut hor write such stuff~" and "Why print
ments.
Boosting Council's Banquet
Perceval
by Anne Green (Dutton) ;
such drivel~" It is with a measure of selfSince something must be done to remedy the Dear Soap Box:
Castles
in
Andalusia by Elizabeth
satisfaction that we view those results. All
dilemma, we suggest one of three escapes; either the
I think this idea of the "Big Shots"
Sprigge (Macmillan); and non-fiction,
number of meetings after chapel should be limited ?an~ue.t is an excellent one. That is, I along we have contended that it is not what
Peace and the Plain Man by Sir Noris written, but who has written it. Thinking
"man Angell (Harper); What Is Ameror meeting tines should be assigned by a committee. lf It ls conducted right. Such an
Mr. Reed wrote it and cons1dermg his past . ica.n Literatu,.e? By· Carl Van Dcoren
If the latter course was adopted, the. committee affair has to be run diplomaticallv.
There will be some people who will
record, people raged agains.t his latest '' driv(Morrow); and The Nature of Capitalcould act somewhat in the same capacity that the be conceited enough to think they are
eJling draught." Well, public, the joke 1s on
ist
Crisis by John Strachey (Covici
Recreation group did in establishing a balanced "big shots" and be angry if they are
you.
Friede).
'
social calendar. All meeting requests could be re- not invited. Why not have these people
Louis Bromfield recently arrived in
ferred to the committee on Monday. The group wait on the guests and wash dishes? KALEIDOSCOPICS
New
York for a six week's visit. He
could then apportioin the m eetings on rruesday, That might satisfy some of their deA few facts we have come to concede: Thanks brought with him three finished plays
\Vednesday, and Thursday ~o that no conflicts sires.
to the Soap-Box, we know that there are 965 stu- and his ntw novel The Man Who Had
A. P.
would develop. The course first suggested is less
<lents at EI-in addition to Henry, Verbeau, and Everything, which Harpers will pubplausible, yet it could be used as a last reso~t. There
Spence. But we are still not convinced. A book lish.
is no use trying to be fair about ~eclarmg how
I Can't Attend Them All!
unopened during the term is a great deal more
Another Caesar by Alfred Neumann
many meetings
. . may be held and
. whiCh
. . ones shall! To th e s oap -B ox..
than likely to get past the "textbook library" <Knopf, $3 .00) is the story of Louis
have ~he privilege. The N.ews IS WI1lmg to CO-?PIs there any way to prevent all those censors at quarter's end. Nobody likes to wear 1 Napoleon (Ill! who spent thirty-five
erate m ~ny. proposal to relieve the present, ,confli~t. l meetings being called for the periDd the shoe that kicks college poli.cies. Prof. Colsey-, years attemptmg t? ~ecom_e Emperor
If o.r ganizatwns would prefer to start a Special following Tuesday chapel. Last week bur is nearer being real than some of the actuali- of the French. This Is a b1g, colorful,
l\Ieetmgs'' column in the publication, we assure I belonged to three of the organizations ties. The News does not please everybody. (And shrewd novel that sticks r~ther closely
.
~
to the actual course of h1story Neuyou our co-operation. Our columns for such a cal- scheduled to meet. After pondering
:ve
ar~,
~ot
s~}·e
we
would
want
It
to,
either).
There
mann, a Jew, is an exile from :Entler's
endar could be held open until late Monday after- over which one to attend, I finally
IS
no
Ideal
college
man
at
EI-but
who
cares~
Germany. Perhaps that explains his
noon. By that time club presidents should know took the easiest way out; I didn't go
interest
in the art of achieving a
at what hours during the week they could meet, to any of them. I might say that if PICTORIALSdictatorship.
Neumann has also writand would be welcome to use these columns for all the students scheduled to meet in
Faculty
members
and
students
should
feel
ten
The
Devil,
published in 1928, and
publicizing them. Think it over.
the reception room had actually met
a play The Patriot, which was one of
complimented that so many from their midst
there, EI would have a few less stu~
Emil Jenning's best cinemas.
dents and the News would have a
have been ::;elected to serve on the various
There's Still Spark of Curiosity
panic headline.
committees preparing for the President's Ball
t -•n-••-•~-••-••-..-.r-••-••-••-••-•+
One of our professors deplores the fact that colBee Bewildered.
to be given Wednesday night. This annual
J The Elephant's Child J
lege students are not what they once were. It seems
Dear Bewildered: Perhaps some of
event, designed to raise funds for the relief
that some forty years ago our fathers jumped into our editorial sugges.tions will meet with
of infant ile paralysis victims and study of the
+n-••-••-•n-••-a•-••-••-••-••- ••-••Latin mathematics, and education and just lapped your approval. The Editors.
disease, in our opinion is one of the few truly
them' up. "Getting an education" meant someunifying movements in the country. Being
What
yousocial
think of
quet
fordothe
lea.having
ders ofa banthe
thing then, whereas "getting by" is all t h at matnon-political and non-factional, there is small
camp·us?
ters now. In short, · our professor indicated that he
Questions and Answers
p ossibility that any prejudice will ever inconsiders intellectual curiosity dead.
To the Soap Box:
trude itself upon the purpose of the affair.
George Adams '36-I think some of
.
l
t
f t th ·
h
t
h
saysWould
it
be
sacrilegious
to
ask,
"Why
them
need a good meal.
T h ere IS an e emen O • ru In w a
e
.
does every student record his religious +•_,._,._.,_.,_,._.,_,._,._.,,._,._.,_.,_.,_,,_.,_.,_.,_,+
lize
Robert
Holmes '38 - Excellent, that
onl y an el ement . Wh a t f rien d t eac he r muSt· .rea
preference as a part of his registrais if I am considered a social leader.
primarily is the fact t~at ?O ll ege no~ occupies. th e tion procedure, and yet at no time is
same place in the Pllbllc mmd that high school held he urged to attend church?" I should
Harold Boggs '38- A very good idea.
forty years ago. Perhaps colleges are even more think som_e concerted drive should be +•-n-n-••-"-"_"_,._.,_.,,._.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_,+ Bercaw O'Hair needs something to eat..
l\iarion Ma.thas '36 - 0. K. If I'd
d t o mduce mor~ co_ll ege. st udents
TEN YEARS AGO
an accepted convention than high schools were rna
t 0 tte nd
h h
Ch 1 t
get to eat, too.
a ecouldc be
urcforwarded,
serviCes InI believe,
ares on.
Week of January 26-February 2
Evelyn Anderson '37 - There's noththen · certainly their enrollments exceed high This
if
school enrollments of that time.
.
the ministers of each faith would speak
H. Del( Widaer delivered the Charleston high ing to compare with giving soup to
It is easy to see what has resul~ed f~om th1s. As with those students preferring · that I school commenc:ment address.
nuts.
soon as college b~came a conve.ntwn, It be~am~ a domination. In this W~Y_ the students
EI adopted reserve book rules so that athletes
Florence Wood '36 - I like the idea.
pleasure; then, qmte naturally, It drew. me~10cnty. woulbd .learnffwhat rdellg1houts features mav use books.
Many students earn a little distinction
It follows that the· element of medi_?cn.ty has are emg o erect an w a sermons
~Lantzmen defeat Shurtleff by 41 to 22 score.
and wouldn't receive it otherwise.
h
Stanley Elam '38- A dinner for two,
swamped and obscm·ed the perpetu al mmon t Y w 0
(Continued on Page 7)
eh?
"lust after knowledge," a minority which at one
Homer Maxwell '37- Suits me. They
time almost wholly eon tituted a student body.
Wisdom and Words
ONE YEAR AGO
can take care of their part.
It does not follow, however, that the mediocrity
Week of January 30-February 6
Mary Love '35 - r think they need
has drawn true brilliance down to its own level .of
'Pamahaseka
's
Pets'
were
booked
to
appear
some
reward for the hard work of acd
"Music is a kind of inarticulate, unsloppy scholarship. Remember Descartes, who sal ' fathomable speech, which leads us to on EI 's entertainment course Tuesday.
quiring the distinction.
''I particularly liked living in Amsterdam. because the edge of the infinite, and lets us for
One hundred seventy couples attended Phi
Ruth Royce ' 38 - Quite collegiate!
in that city nobody paid any attention to those sub- moments gaze into it."-Carlyle.
Sigma Ep:::;ilon-Pemberton Hall mid-winter semi- It reminds me of the Axe-Grinder's
200
jects which interest me most.'' Brilliance remains "The greatest evils are from within formal FriCI.ay night. Joe Chromis and orchestra Brawl at the u. of I. for the
who
at a dead level in its numbers; no college can pro- us; and from ourselves also we must were the musical attractions.
rate.
.t nor k1.ll I·t. But mediocrity comes in floods look for our greatest good.-Jeremy
H anover defeats the locals, 43 to 38.
Gwenheart
Oliver
- "The
way to a
man's
is '37
through
his stomach."
duce I
and waves.
Taylor.
Panthers were tied for thi!d place in Little 19 That only applies if any of the leaders
So, professor, why conclude that intellectual Three winsome woras: vagary-tom- with three victories and one defeat.
are men.
curiosity is gone from our colleges, merely because foolery; wiseacre - bigwig; sesquipedThirty members of the Players visited State
Evelyn Walters '38-Good idea! What
it is no longer in the ascendancy?
alia--euphuism.
Normal.
chance !or us girls.
J
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Elmer 'Cowed' by

The
Last
Trump
I
' ' Th · p
1 0
I

After

t~:: t~~:r:~e:::.

five lots, and two plowed acres, not to
ment'ion running away from a spotted dog, brindel bull, and five Poland
China hogs, I managed to find F;Imer
(of the Sandwich Center Elm~n),
PROFESSOR COLSEYBUR ORGANIZES
ORGANIZES CLUB
writer,
reporter and scholar. Just finHITCH-HIKING CLUB
Review their equipage-The Twenishing
his
chores, he was very intent . Flash-News I tern!
Thirty-five chronic thumbers met l!:l.st
ty-one Jays.
upon getting a cow to sit on a. three
Thursday evening at the bachelor apartments
(From left to right, horses firstl.
legged stool so that he could milk her.
Reno Bianchi attended all his
of Pro.fessor Colseybur on 105 Street and organNot being up on the technique of milk- classes Wednesday last week. (A new The one with the ears is w. Kelly
ized EI's first club for hitch-hikers. Light re(that was a horse on us). His team.ing, I asked him if that was the r eg- high).
freshments were served; otherwise there would
mate is V. Kelly. Br'i nging 11p the
ular procedure one used in milking.
have been no meeting. In the words of Pt·orear, when necessary, is Ed P egelow.
Elmer informed me that he had
fessor Colseybur, "The club was organized in
Class work was held up two days The driver is Anon. The spare tire is
been sitting on the stool, and n.s the
response to a long felt need to bring about a
cow looked very tired, he offered her last week with the coming of the Feb- Mr. Andrews (seldom used, but always
better spirit of co-operation between EI hitchhis chair. Always a gentleman, thnt ruary Life and Vanity Fair to the full of air). We have three flats:
hikers and motorists." After the refreshments
PROF. COLSEYBUR
Elmer. Not wanting to take too mw;h libr.ary. Studied were resumed on Blankety, blank, blank! The footman
a short business meeting was held, during
is Bianchi. When better columns are
of his time I immediately asked him Monday of this week as usual.
which it was decided to furnish each member with a club pin and a badge for an interview . . . He wouldn't ~>;"i•re
built, Bianchi will build them. Th~
bearing these words: "Authorized Hitch-hiker, EI Chapter No. 1." A Consti- me an interview because he couldn't
Lets give fifteen hays for Ric h~and nut that holds on the wheel is Pattitution, proposed by J. P. Reed, was approved and adopted by the organization. find one . . . Consequently, I had to county with a big Schultz at the end. son. And the rumble is merely Noyes.
The Constitution in part reads: ".PreaJmble: Whereas and aswhere, the name suffice my curiosity by just l:l..sking
We forgot. J ay Paul Reed is not
of this club shall be THE El HITCHquestions . . .
one of the 21 Jays. Our Reeders obHIKERS CLUB.
jected.
Q. What effect will the balancing
--of the budget have on you?
We're off! The farther the better!
will be no
1. Article 1. There
A. It will balance me, of course.
dues.
What else could it do? Don't ask such
So our hay-seeds are from Richland,
2. Article 2. There will be no assilly questions.
eh?
Points An
sessments.
Q. Now that you are a report.er,
Accusing Finger
at •••.•
what are your plans for the future?
3. Article 3. The club will meet
How can our debates prove anythii;g
when, as, and if.
A. I plan to interview a Li Phigwhen the men and women debate in
separate teams on different questions?
4. Article 4. No one possessing a
Kappa Deiter, Rose Verbeau ·- if I
can find one. Haven't been able to
car may belong.
find one yet. I don't know where they
5. Article 5. No one possessing
(As it reveals itself)
•
stay
at. Anyways, that's the editor's
carfare may become a member.
Notice: Sigma Delta meeting post- job; don't ask me.
6. Article 6. Members must not poned because of dispute:
Q. What were your feelings
thumb faculty cars.
Local friend: Are you going to school
you
interviewed Henry?
Sure, we'll go to the show. Thcrr.~·s
7. Article 7. All members must
this
year?
Tsk! Tsk! Is our little Sigma Delta
A. It's ,g reat meeting the big sbots.
pass a physical examination.
Elbert Finley: Yes, I'm pursuing my an FERA man at our house.
must group getting nasty-nasty?
I wasn't afraid of any of them. Any- studies at EI.
8. Article 8. All members
how you can't act that way and get
The toughest part of being a m an
pass an intelligence test.
(In five more weeks I'll catch them
The
"stuff"
of
the
week
goes
to
the
anywhere.
without a country is that then you
9. Article 9. All members must
again, too.)
can't get relief anywhere.
The cow just won't sit on the stool
wear the club uniform when on duty. YOUNG EI JUNIOR who does 337
of
outside
reading
in
12
%
minand Elmer is becoming peeved.
10. Article 10.
Members m u s t pages
Is your brainchild always a dwarf?
You haven't
copywrited Spence,
average _three week-ends at home per utes.
Q. It's being rumored that you are
j
ha.ve
you
Colseybur?
month, including not less than 275
Poem of' the Week
<Continued on Page 6)
miles of road service per month.
The song of the FEEBLE-MINDED:
THE CAT
Current Problem:
11. Article 11.
Laundry, books,
It's June in January! Some joke!
and food must be carried in a suitcase Eh!
+,_.,,_.,_.,_ .,_.,_.._.,_.._ .._.,_11_ 1+ Once upon a D?-idnight dreary,
How to bring our athletes back to
While I listened to our canary,
chapel now that the sweaters
are
bearing the club's sticker.
I. Elmer's College Daze There came a gentle, creeping stillness, gone.
12. Article 12 A B average must
"Never let your breakfast be forAs if the canary had had an illnessbe maintained by all members.
gotten because of a Government class," +·-~~-~~-~~-~~--n-u-n-n-Il-"- +
Some cat got him.
News Items:
13 Article 13. All members caught says PATI'ISON as spokesman for Dear Elmiree:
J. Paul Reed didn't write the "ghost
off their assigned routes will automat- himself and HOVIOUS.
Everybodys been talking about Ray Had we never bought the goldfish,
review".
ically be dropped from the club.
--Paul Jeed lately so I aint gonna men- Had we never brought the goldfish,
Dishwasher hands is prevalent at
14. Article 14. All absences from
Are you coming back to take a post- tion his name but I would like to Bad words would ne'er hae been spo!:- the Dining Service.
duty must be excused by Professor Col- graduate course in PHYSICAL EDU- know is he any kin to this guy I
I Miss Booth smiled in Library 20
en,
seybur.
CATION, girls?
innerviewed.
And the goldfish bowl ne'er been brok- Tuesday.
15. Article 15. No officer in this
___
Pem Hall and Si Figs are giving a
enLloyd Carruthers eats at Pem Hall.
organization may hold an office in any
MR. SEYMOUR oould have gotten informal party soon I hear but they Some cat got him.
Lloyd Canuthers has indigestion.
other campus ·organization.
' pneumonia, but he didn't want it, so don't say in what form they want you
16. Article 16.
Applications for he took second best, the FLU.
to come. Maybe its gonna be a mas- Once I had a real nice beau
Aw, Pem Hall's all r~ght. We mean
membership must bear the signature
kerade but I wish theyd hurry up and He had a car and lots of dough,
to visit there some day.
of at least three faculty members, or
--decide. I think I'll go to one once.
But the awful tale below
If you don't get the FLU, you don't
the signature of th e l ocal Ford or rate! Nine out of ten have it.
Everybodys been playing ice hookey Is a perfect one of woe
The af-flu-ent Lair.
Chevrolet dealer.
__ _
here lately. I dont know what kind Some Cat got him.
17. Article 17. There will be two
Foxxy Mr. Thomas!
As spokesman for the Student Coun- that is but I used to play fish hooke""'
classes of members:
ever
good
spring
day
when
I
wuz
a
cil, THE PAN would that MISS FLOROhhhhh! Emma, you got me in such
a. Apprentice hitch-hikers. This ENCE WOOD would accept an invita- kid. Im gonna try to find out more a dilemma.
At last we've found an 'instr,wtor
who will admit, "I didn't hear you. I
class will consist of all those who
about it. I think you do it on ice
Uon to the Council banquet in March.
don't have the requirements for the
skates and if you do boy am I gonna
We don't mind them havin.g a baP.. - was looking out of t he window.''
Thank you!
play ice hookey.
classification of Master Hitch-hiker.
quet but it seems the Student Coun·Don't a.sk us who. His classes are
b. Master hitch-hikers. This class
It may be fun for the sandman to cil is just about out of guests w:P.en
will consist of all those who have Our Heckler'S Herethrow sand in kids eyes of a night but they invite the editor of the Teach<'rs already full.
served their term as apprentice
Then Heckler' 5 There there is one sandman whose spoiling College News. In other words, Alex
P. E. Class is dangerous because of
Hitch-hikers.
__
a lot of fun and thats the guy whose Summers, you are cordially inYi ted
18. Article 18.
Only
Master 1
.
. I throwing sand on the ice sidewalks (scratch it) at least you are invited to the dumbbells in it. Ask Dalton.
CongratulatiOns, boys, your varsitY so people cant skate home at noon. the Student Council Banquet. (EdiHitch-hikers will be allowed to ride in
models.
sweaters l·ook swell, watch your heads. Theres always somebody to take the tor's Note-Thanks! you dog).
When are those wastepaper baskets
1935
going to appear for the journalism
19. Article 19.
Each applicant
fun out of life. Why I havent never
class?
shall be required to take the f·ollowing
We got a sweater once-not for seen a single person fall down, let
Simile of the Week.
oath before he will be admitted to football but $5.75.
alone teachers.
As unbusy as the social calender 'i.n
Cold Wave Casualty:
In case anybody asks you in a cashal j January.
membership: "I, blank, do hereby raise
Marvin Upton froze one ear while
my thumb and solemnly swear that I
Mickey McNeal informs the head of way, I aint from Richland county, am
applying
knowledge gained in Hitchshall conform to and abide by all the the Science department that ntght I Elmiree? I just wanted to be Sweetheart Song Is
hiking
20.
Had he frozen both, they
rules and regulations of the EI Hitch- crawlers are people who walk in their straight on that point.
say,
he
would
not have to hitch-hike.
Needed
Panthers
hikers club, and to the best of my abil- sleep.
Im looking forward to ground hog
He
could
fiy
.
ity keep my temper in all emergencies.
___
day to stop this awful cold weather
. t
?
The greatest fault that we can find
I furthermore swear that I shall report
Success Stories
1 am
you·
-Elmer.
Roger Jones says that his mother
with
EI is that it has no good, sentiall infractions of the club rules, should
once upon a time there was a promand
father are small, but his grand- - - - - - - - - - ·• mental sweetheart songs. Now every
they come to my attention, to the prop- inent guy named Roy Wilson.
At
college should have some sort of mother is smaller than all the rest
er authorities. Under no condition about the same time there was a Stusweetheart song which the men can of the family put together.
GLOATING TURNS TO
shall I refer slightingly to any make dent Council at EI which planned a
sing while clustered around an open
POUTING -- FACULTY
or model of car whatsoever, or leave banquet for March. Roy Wilson was
The guys who eat in boarding houses
fireplace or a radiator (if no fireplace
GETS NEW FURNITURE
the scene of accident should one oc- invited.
are
poor scholars. They never pass
is available). The song does not ha.ve
cur, or dismount from a car while it is
anything.
to be good or even sentimental, howA big moving van stood in
in motion. So help me get a ride!"
ever.
It's the idea of the thing that
Baggage Man- Rex Hovious.
front of the door.
Piles of
The program committee has arcounts.
Talk about debating-the flu is both
Mechanic- David Noyes.
brown paper and
excelsior
ranged the following series ·Of h elpful
In
the
older
times
men
gathered
affirmative
and negative. Sometimes
Social Director-Marvin Upton.
cluttered up the hall.
Wicker
talks for club members:
before they went to battle and sang t he eyes have it and sometimes the
Dispatcher- Joe Kelly.
chairs with shiny red leather
January 29. "Assisting With Flat
of their sweethearts and wives. Just nose.
Professor Colseybur states that the
cushions and inviting divans
Tires," by J. P. Reed.
thinking of those old gals caused the
emerged from the paper.
At
February 5. "Entertaining Women EI HITCH-HIKERS CLUB will offer
Mr. Reed's idea of estheticism: Seewarriors to gnash their teeth.
a wonderful opportunity for EI stulast, we thought, new and imDrivers," by Mickey Spence.
We people of the present day do not ing beauty in something you couldn't
proved class room chairs in
February 12. "What to Say Upon dents to join the kind of club the
seem to realize the value of love songs. stand otherwise. Think it over, Joe.
HITCH-HIKERS
CLUB
is.
which
to recline and enjoy the
Entering a Car," by George Henry.
Why, we'll bet that if the football
lecture have been installed, and
February 19. "What to Say When
team got together before a game and
From the kitchen: "Anyone want
Professor Oolseybur's book is being
we began to dream of such
Leaving a Car," by Stanley Elam.
sang "My Dream Girl of Eastern lUi- more sauer kraut?"
luxury. The janitor disillusionFebruary 26 "When the Conversa- held from the press pending the annois State Teachers College at CharFrom the dining room: "Joe Kelly's
nouncement
of
the
1936
models.
ed us. "How do you like the
tion Lags," by Roy Wilson.
leston, Illinois," or some such song, gone."
new furniture?" he asked. "It's
March 5. "How to Keep fr·om Kiddthere would be a lot more games won
bid
for
Kelly,
V.
Time
March!
A
for
the rest rooms." But, now,
around here. Can't you just picture
Famous last words: "Let's have a
ing the Driver," by Vincent Kelly.
Our
we weren't interested.
Coach Lantz sounding off the key on huddle soda." So, as Duey said, "We"ll
March 12. "When To and When Not Who? - Stu'd ent Council! What?
dreams of luxury vanished.
take Manila."
To Give Your Address," by Charles banquet. Watch this column!
the pitch pipe?
Isn't
Again the faculty had triumphAnyway, it's a good idea. You can
Austin.
We is all friends, isn't we?
More famous last words: "We're adstart a fight with some of these coed.
Officers for the newly formed club
We
say,
isn't
we?
we?
journed."
eds without even singing to them.
are as follows:
Signed: Ole Poker Face. !
Traffic Cop-LeaUyn Clapp.
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'Crack of Doom' by Hugh Edwards
Lacks Adequate Story Construction

Tuesday, January 29, 1935

NEWs

Miss Hunter, New Member ofFacuity,
Reviews Career as Penmanship Head

Introduce Additional
News Staff Members

Come gather for a delayed peek into
· d
"Our Family Album." It has been
· c F inds Highly - Praise
Cr1t·
Tells of Experience as Repr~
Novel by Edwards Lacking in
,
several issues since we have intrasentative of Palmer School;
Sustained Plot Construction.
duced to you additional members of the
Initiates New Teaching Plan.
staff.
By Dorothy Bonham
By Mrs. Kedley '36
Stanley Mcintosh, president of
we present-two members of that inMeasles is by a wide margin the
Crack of Doom by Hugh Edwards- Sigma Tau Delta, the organization dustrious group known as "society re- most prevalent of notifiable diseases
Miss Jessie M. Hunter, instructor
which
will
sponsor
the
showing
of
porters."
It
takes
in
Illinois.
at
the
moment..
Upwards
of
handwri·ti'ng and one of the new
one of those books that reviewers rave
b
t d
"Jane Eyre" at the Lincoln Theatre·
certain courage, of 1,000 f.1rst ca.ses are emg repor. e
· very th'm rea d'mg. Th e for one presentation only on February
a bout . B u t 1't 1s
you know to re- weekly w1th prospect-S of a muc h h 1g1'1- members of the faculty, greeted us
circumstances offer a searching, soul- 6 at 4:30 p. m., hands us this appraisal
port so m'any so- ~ er incidence during the next few with a _smile and consented to tell us
revealing novel. This promise is not of the picture by a national critic:
cial events at months. Cases ha.ve been reported re- of her experiences before coming to
fulfilled. The West Indies with their
"Charlotte Bronte's self-revelatory I
which one has cently from two -thirds of the coun- EI.
novel has gripped the hearts of readnot been a guest. t~es in a~l pa~ts of the. state. ExtenMiss Hunter received her Life Cerlush, tropical exuberance is the back- ers for more than three-quarters of a
Ruth RoYce, a Slv.e epidenncs prevail at se'/Cra1 tificate from Ferris Institute, Big
ground of the novel. Into this back- century. It was acclaimed as the work
freshman in the pomts.
Rapids, Michigan. In 1931 she gradground are set the Struttons of pirate of a positive genius when published in
college, is one of
Scarlet fever with from 500 to 600 uated from the Michigan State Teachfame. They have a large and big- October, 1847, and at once achieved a
that lot. Miss new cases weekly is the second most ers College, Lansing, Michigan, with
hearted disregard for the convention decided success. An innate modesty
Royce is a TC prevalent and most widely distributed the degree of Bachelor of Arts and
of t he 's ofty since they are intimately prompted Charlotte Bronte to assume
high school grad- notifiable disease. A substantial de- in 1932 she received the degree of
acqu11inted with blood and thunder. the pen-name of Currer Bell, and to
uate and began cline in incidence is not anticipated Master of Arts from the same uniThro 1gh them the seventeenth century keep her own identity secret, even
Ruth Royce
reporting society prior to March or Aprll. The e?.se versity. She majored in History and
for us just before with which this disease may be ?pread Political Science.
bloomed again in the New World. On from the publishers. However, it is
their sugar plantation beside a rroaring recorded, a shrewd Yorkshireman who the term ended. She had not been in through contaminated milk, and the
"I attended the A. N. Palmer school
river, slaves died and were replaced as knew Haworth (Where the Brontes school previous to that, spending most multipli.city of s.ources of infecti~m, j of writing in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
the cane gave up its juice.
lived), divined the secret of the un- I of her summer vacation and most of emphasize the Importance of usmg Boulder, Colorado, and Chicago to
But something happens to the au- assuming authoress and published his the Fall term convalescing from in- pasteurized milk.
complete work toward the supervision
thor and his story. It degenerates into discovery.
juries received in an automobile wreck.
Chicken pox 'is widely prevalent of handwriting," Miss Hunter said. "I
a petty hide-in-the-corner and kiss"The tender romance, the heart- Miss Royce has had considerable with about 400 new cases weekly. Th!s worked as Field Supervisor for the A.
oehind-the-door intrigue.
All
the break, the poignant drama of 'Jane training in journalism, since she was disease m ay be of particular ir.1.po:t- N. Palmer Company for a time in
elaborate circumstances so carefully Eyre', the lonely girl who was soul- editor of the "Blue and Gold" section ance in connection with small pox. North Dakota, South Dakota, Nearranged are thrown away-wasted on I starved for human love, and finally last year.
Not infrequently small pox gains an braska, and Michigan. This was the
a love affair that could have been the 1 found happiness after a series of
Hailing from the same school and epidemic foothold when mistaken for most interesting and varied work I
produ.' of any Main Street. The au- , tragic events, are as absorbing to engaged in the same work as Miss chicken pox when adults are involved, have done."
thor inqludes an earthquake-creating readers of today a.s of that early Vic- Royce is Jayne
t h e suspicion of small pox 'is great,
Miss Hunter has taught in the elea situation for character building. But torian period when such literary Lynch. She has
if diagnosis is doubtful.
mentary grades in Michigan, and
no such ~ uck, as he resorts to a row giants as Dickens and Thackeray were b e e n assisting
Diphtheria continues at a higher supervised handwliting in Campbell,
of dashes ,and a couple of exclamation at the height of their fame.
the News society
! level than a yeail' ago, from 60 to 70 Ohio, and in Watertown, South Dapoints.
portraying 'Rochester'."
new cases weekly against 40 to 50, but kota. "The school in Campbell was an
editor since the
the cunent incidence is below the f.t.YAll is forgiven in the beginning of
Tickets for this picture may be school year openinteresting one," she said. "About 90
P ar t II. The t'1me h as been moved up bought from members of Sigma Tau ed. Miss Lynch
erage
for previous
yearsMessenger"
at this f,eason.-"Illinois
Health
_ per cent of the students were foreign.
to the twentieth century and a de- I Delta and Writer's Club or from is a
freshman
Czechs, Slavs, Greeks, Poles and alContr'ibuted
· al't'
scendant of the Struttons is coming out Peoples Drug Store for 25 cents.
and red hairedSchool
Nurse.by Mary E. Thompson, most any of the other nat 1on
1 1es
from England to Barbardos for the
just about an uncould be found there. Campbell is in
first time. In his blood are strange
beat able comthe Bethlehem Steel district and the
desires he can not understand. In his
l
bination. In adcenter of the steel workers."
dreams he hears the slaves grinding
d it ion, she's a
"Do you follow any definite class
out cane-juice in the mill beside the
--good sport and
procedure?" we asked.
roaring river. A volcanic eruption supThe Reference Department of the won't be offended
Jayne Lynch
"In general," she replied, "I insist
Organizations of women voters in
pounds
of
new
at
our
creation
of
t
upon
cla.ss responsibility and a soplies a tragic climax to his stay in Bar- LI'brary has 17 1Lz
7•
the United States are sending out le bardos but little g.ood. it does to the dictionary _ Webster's New Interna- a c?lor co~bination!. B.eing a ~h.arles- ters to all voters asking them ·~o write cialized procedure. I have started an
story. Against disillusionment, this tional Dictionary of the English 1 toman, M1ss Lynch 1s m a positiOn to to their senators to urge a further ap- 'exempt class' in the Training school.
descendant slips into petty intrigue anct Language: second editi·on, revised and keep in touch with all local social propriat'ion for the continuation. of The pupils who have brought their
dwindles off into an unimportant enlarged. The various features which events, which is most valuable to our the work of Senator Nye and his com- writing up to a certain standard and
corpse in an obscure African jungle. have been essential contributions to the society section.
mittee of investigation on war and who maintain this standard in their
In Part II. another Strutton descena- thoroughness of the work are retainA new star has risen in our News munitions.
composition work are exempt from
ant goes to Jamaica, the home of the ed: etymology, parts of speech, plurals, world. She is Miss Dorothy Bonham, The organizations contend that drill work."
original family.
Disregarding plot respelling and pronunciation, 5 yllabi- who c?ntributes many of our featured startling a.nd importanct information
"What are your hobbies?"
po~sibilities, including a made-to-order cation designat'ion of a word's status, news Items, and conducts the column has already been obtained and ~hat jn
"I enjoy working with the Girl
earthquake, this descendant also dal- cross r'eferences, etc.
known as "Poetry Scrapbook." Miss behalf of the peace movement such
. wh en th ere
lies by t h e wayside and d 1es
. .
t ·
Bonham is a high honor student and an investigation should be continued. Scouts and hiking," she answered.
.
th'
The abbrev1atwn supplemen IS es"Watching baseball games is another
1 ft t d 0
·
1s no mg e
o
pecially up to date, even including last term, while carrying five subjects
Many of the students of voting age of my hobbies."
The author's descriptions have an such abbreviations as NRA., CCC., etc. and working on FERA, won four A's and faculty members h ave received
authentic ring to them but they are I For the first time antonyms as well , and one B. Intelligence usually goes such letters recently.
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS,
put to so trivial a use.
The author as synonyms cad be found.
The hand in hand with good journalism.
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES,
On the rocks again? Mr. Heller
was sidetracked from his original geographical subjects have been in- J That we hold accountable for her
MEAT
eaned his head on the weight, a bag
theme and wandered away happily en- creased to 35 ,000 in number and the I value to. our publica~ion.
Where E. I. and South Charleston
grossed in the colonel's lady. It would biographical entries to 13,000.
The I Equallmg the achievement of Miss of rocks h anging on some rop es, at
Buy Their Eats
the
northwest
corner
of
the
assembly
seem that two people wrote the book,:_ dictionary no·t only has an improved , Bonham, is the record of Grace Kor·oom
during
chapel
Thursday.
two people with the same brief style- pronunciation guide but includes valu- \ tum. Under the same conditions, exMeet Your Friends Here
the better one writing in the back- able tables, new type, and new cept for taking four subjects, Miss
ground and the other filling in the plates.
Kortum made four A's. She was a sports stories, general news, and some
DELICATESSEN
conversation and other blank spots.
I typist for the News last term and is poetry. He is also a member of the
Phone
73
The reviewers say that one man wrote
now a member of the Journalism journalism class.
706 Lincoln Ave.
the book and that he did a good job
egaSUS
On
1class. She, too, is a star news re1
of it. But then, who believes every--porter. Her home is in Decatur and .-----------------~ ~-----------------thing he reads?
Winds sweep howling around the wln- she is a graduate of Decatur high
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done
dows.
school. At that school she was a memRain rages angrily at the door.
ber of the student publication staff. i
Glasses Fitted by
The fire flru·es and dies.
ELE·C TRIC SHOE SHOP
Unwittingly we have introduced only
We dream.
feminine members of the staff thus
417 Seventh St.
Phone 173 I
(Continued from page 5)
far. As the "man of the hour" we
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
Long fingers,
present Stanley. Elam, another stu- ,
----------------~~----------------1
Strong, broad palms,
going to join the Debat'ing Cluo.
dent
winning
high
honors
and
one
of
A. Not till spring-! can't go fi~;h Firm, quiet hands,
the most dependable members of the I
ing till then. Anyhow, I ca..."l.t' dig His.
staff. His contributions have recently 1
Long fingers,
worms now; it's too cold.
become familiar to the student body.
Narrow, slender palms,
Q. What are your hobbies?
One of his outstanding efforts was an
A. I ain't had the hobbies yet but I Soft, nervous hands,
interview with J. Paul Reed, in which
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference
had the itch two years ago come this Hers.
he presented the "low-down" and at
bean crop. (Still the cow balks .
the same time escaped physical harm,
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED
Elmer is angry).
CORRECTION MADE IN
as he had no doubt anticipated, conQ. CAgain)-No, I mean whn.t do
RECORD OF DISEASES sidering the questions he asked. Mr. I
WI DO OW M8'f
PHONE 85
you do 'in your spare time?
_ __
Elam is contributing feature articles,
A. Elmer (Again)-! eat beans and
Last week, in repo·r ting the number
drink milk. I sure do like to pop of communicable diseases at EI since ~--------------------~ ~ ·----------------------------------------------corn on these cold nights.
the school year began there were two
1
Q . What is the big attraction back errors
Instead of three ca.ses of
at Sandwich Center?
chick~n pox it should have read only
for
I
A. Don't get smart, young fellow, one case. There were three cases of I
I
she ain't so big, I guess. I might diptheria.
,
I
slough you one.
I
I
Q. So? I take it you are quite adept
Exclusive Dealers in Glendora. Coal
VALENTINES
in the art of pugilism?
Let flowers say "Be My Valentine"
A. I can't blow a pugle. I sure c~n
Phone 186
123 Sixth St.
play a phony-graf, though . . . Cow, for you this year. Lee's Flower Shop.
can't you s'it on that stool?
Phone 39.
' ·----------------------------~
Realizing that the problem of getting the cow on the stool was more ·
important to Elmer than the interReal Bargains in Men 's and
view, I left. Glancing over my shoulLadies' Footwear
der as I was leaving, I saw th!tt the
cow was sitting on. Elmer, drinking
the milk from the bucket.
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Call F. V. Thrall

I

Quality Coal

January Clearance Sale
Now Going On!

Furste'sAuto Supply
Buy It For Less at Furste 's

Service Station For Watches-Bring
in your time piece for a change of oil,
or general overhaul. All work guaranteed-C. P . Coon, 408 6th Street.
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PHONE 24
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'Speedhometer' Records Statistics on !'Browser' Boards
[Students of Second Grade Emphasize
. p rovrsrons
. .
r
I~T
Book 'Bandwagon' 'c-.
• run
c-. d amen t a 1 S crence
·
St u dy
Housrng
TOr
rr omen of EJ
run ' rn
1
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If things get too

lfe

Plumbing, Arrangements f o r
Light Housekeeping Included
in Results of Recent Survey.

'
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for t ·_ ,._ , _ ,._,.,_, _ ,._,__,_,_,_ ,of;

you, take Walpo-le's advice and get I
"Above the Dark Tumult" by looking j
into some books. "The Book of the j
Sky" presents some of, the beauties, i
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jj Miss
Geddes'Discussion
Class Favors
thusiastic
o v Ene r
Working for Grades.

i
=

wonders, and awesome spectacles of
_ ,._ .,_ , _.,_,+
f
d f 1 d
t
By Virginia Cottet Snider
b
Thi
b
k
·
c ou s open
one
Don't forget to see "Jane
Eyre" on
Not grades, but interest-not facts,
y
t
M z'
"G e t Fe ruary
d d f 6.
t s'd oo IS
d' one· recomEng but awareness of the world about
·· ht
Of vast import to the New DeoJ is
ou mig
ge on
er s
r a men e
or ou SI e rea mg In
- them; this is the working theory of
comfortable, direct us to your entrance, the congress now in session. Even f,o, American Bandwagon" and take a trip lish 30, so see the movie and save 'Miss Grace Geddes who teaches the
and be prepared to answer a salvo of this legislature body plays a minor up "Dipper Hill" to that Vennol1t yourself the trouble of reading it second grade at the Training school.
questions." Yes. We are paying a lit- role in the Roosevelt drama as com- pony farm which Greene writes about. when you take that course. (State- By it she is carrying on an unusual
tie visit-a visit to the habitats of pared to the u. s. Supreme conrt. l I'm sure you won't find Lawrence's ment unauthorized, but idea good.)
and interesting work in science and
college women living in the city. As For what congress can do the Sup:::eme ''Revolt in the. Desert" there;
Grace Thompson is in charge of nature study.
you may run mto Slosson, who will ticket sales for the movie. The club
All of us know from tragic experiour vehicle we shall use recently col- Court can undo.
Already the Supreme court has pro- give you some of his "Sennons of a is buying rights on the picture, and ence how deadening the fear of poor
lected statistics-property of the Housing Bureau and put in running order claimed section 9-C of the NIRA un- Chemist" which include everything has to sell over 200 tickets to break grades can be, how it destroys our
by Miss McKay. We probably should constitutional. That section ·author- from grace before kissing, to a safer even.
interest ln the subject when we do
The anthology is now in the process make pOor grades, and how elevating
explain that a specially designed ized the president to prohibit trans- world for fools, to the British Fourth
"speedhometer" on our conveyance re- portation from one state to another. of July.
of being typed. Its one-paragraph it is when grades are forgotten in an
cords conditions in percentage as well a power which he used to chack t.he
While you're traveling around, let autobiographies are literary master- enthusiastic discussion of some interas the number of houses inspected.
flow of "hot oil," i. e., oil produced in Barnum recount some of his "Strug- pieces in themselves. And they are esting phase of the work. If we could
'Speedhcmeter' Begins Journey
excess of the amount permitted un-~ gles and Triumphs," or Ries introduce very revealing.
only forget grades all of the time-if
Winchell's famous signal sets us off; der the NIRA. At present the court you to "Mother Wit" who is concerned
only we could get our fundamentals
already statistics begin to appear on is preparing a decision as to whether with those times when there were no
of science as they are being taught _in
our magic speedhometer. One hundred congress had ..a right to invalidate nil clocks, no money, or no marriage.
the Training. School, how supenor
and five house have . been visited and contracts callmg for the payme~t. of
If your bandwagon happens to miss
would be our interest and our accomwe find these facts about heating gold or its equivalent. Some l~~lltlc.:'11 "The Parade of the Living" (which is I ~e pay our h~ble thanks to Mr. plishments in that field. It is a good
conditions in the houses: Twenty- ob-servers believe the court wtd np- really a history of the life on this Gumagh for readmg our column.1
plan to stress the "fun" in fundaeight, or 26.6 per cent offer no furnace bold this measure, inasmuch as tl1e earth by Bradley) and you want two
- - ..
.
mental science.
'
Visual demonstration as I have inaccomodations; 62 or 58 per cent are Constitution specifically gives congr:ss unusual things to read, take along 1 Daniel Morgan gives us mterestmg
equipped with hot air furnaces; 5.7 the power to "coin money, regulate tne "August," a novel by Hamsun, and information o.n Dea~ Cornwell, the sisted in previous articles, is the best
per cent boast of steam heat; there value thereof-" Others aren't '>0 sure. "Death in Venus" by Thomas Moun. artist. whose 1llustrat10~s you hav e way to fix · a fact in one's mind, eswas only one pipeless furnace while five
Nine Old Men.
A New York Herald Tribune critic seen I': the best magazmes. Cornwt-e
11 pecially in the child's mind. H" .t can
1 h'
apar .
have
no meaning
to aBychild
.until
he
houses were eqmpped With stoves..
This week we have c.hosen to tf'll says that this last b-ook IS an ex t.Ia- and h1s canvases
f
k f seem
. dl words
has burned
hi's finger.
similar
dem0
. · t th
t
f
·
d'
t d
f
t·
1 d r m" 1 the man ran , nen y, gay; IS PICdid not md1ca e
e
ype
you something about the persmmel of or mary s u Y 0 emo wna ua 18 · tures subtle, beating with a deep emo- onstration, the children in the second
heatmg plants used. You may blame this tribunal which is to determmc
tiona! rhythm. In 1930, at the Royal grade have learned something about
that on our sp?edhometer.
. . the validity of New Deal legislation. It
Academy in London, he was the first air and· its attributes by playing with
But our magic
did not fail m comprises nine old men, whose averAmerican to be "hung" since Sargent. balloons and ·air pumps and . candle
the matter of recordmg appearanoe and age age is 69. Chief Justice Charles
(Continued from Page 4)
Fellow artists have purchased his work flames.
environment, nor did the good
Evans Hughes, although he served on
-a rare compliment. He had the exPassing to more stable things, they
holders of Charleston.
Nmety-eight the court before any of its present will be given. The church, you know, treme good fortune to study with have begun to find out about the
or 94 per cent were clean, neat, and members, is not the · senior
is one way of welding the students into Harvey Dunn, whose help brought earth. It is their own earth; it is a
comfortable. Only three, or
per of the group. President Taft appmn:;- a closer union.
Cornwell to the top. The dramatic, tremendously interesting place. Becent were untidy, which,
Will note, ed him as Associate Justice in
-F. L. D. colorful murals, which depict the 1 cause they are living upon. it all of
is a complimentary reflectiOn on hous- 1 but the Republican Party
him
pageant that is California's history, their lives, Miss Geddes thmks that
ing conditions. Eighty-one or 78 per away to make an unsuccessful bid for
Support Sodal Affairs
may be seen on the walls of the ro- they should begin to find out some
tunda of the Los Angeles Public Li- of the interesting things upon and
cent were well-furnished, 16 or 15 per the presidency in 1916. As recompense To the Soap Box:
cent had medium furnishings, while for that defeat, the GOP mad8 him
Now that our social calendar has, brary. Cornwell spent over five years around the earth as soon as possible,
which is the best way of all. Not facts
only two or 1.9 per cent were poorly Secretary of State for four years un- once and for ail, been adjusted, I am painting these.
furnished. And now here's something der Harding and Coolidge. In 1!130 wondering what support students will
·
___
-rotation, the Nebular Hypothesis,
interesting the speedhometer recorded. Hoover gave him the highest judicial give it. Remember, some of these
of the most famous modernists and the solar system would be horSixty-seven or 64 per cent of the
post in the land.
events must necessarily pome on is 0
Spaniard, Picasso. Practically rible if they were presented as solemn
were
equipped
with
and
59
or
1
Willis
Van
Devanter,
nrst
dates
when
social
activity
does
not
1
all
of
his
paintings are experiments, ! dry facts. without any
57
per cent enhanced their accommoda- the Associate Justices, was appomted flounsh. It may be uncomfortable exercises in technical ingenuity. His But rotatwn becomes a different mat
tioos with pianos . The appearance of to the bench in 1911. Though he sel- for those organizations sponsoring cleverness is astounding, but, to quote
(Continued on Page 10)
environ was in the favorable figures on dom Wiites an opinion, his verbal events at those times when they find Thomas Craven: · "Men of Art"-'His
our device. Twenty-three or 21 per views bea.r great weight. Observers rate themselves giving· a perfectly good af- inventiveness would have been more
cent rated very good, 55 were good, 18 him the ablest New Deal opponent. fair with no clients present. Financial I useful in the field of mechanics.'
fair and only four, or 3.8 per cent were Next to Van Devanter in seniority is failure would be one of the surest Picasso has demonstrated that a pic. ~
0
9
po,;.
1James Clark McReynolds, likewise a ways to disrupt our planned social ture may be perfectly composed, in
Conditions of PlumbingNew D eal antagonist. He was upped program.
the mechanical sense, and yet contam
What provisions are made for stu- to the bench in 1914 from his pos_t ns
M. P.
no meaning and no emotional stimu- 1
ts entering t hese houses? Why, 93 Attorney General in Wilson's ?abu~er.
Ius beyod the temporary shock of sur- \
through the front door-that is He has the reputation of domSJ
FORMER EI STUDENT
prise or deprecation! He has been
:
cent-two have access through work than any other member of the
SUBMITS TO OPERATION called the maJnspring of Cubism,
side doors, five use both front and side, court.
art that deals with the three planes
YOUNG MEN'S
one uses front or back doors, and one j
Justice Brandeis Is Oldest.
Thomas Ashbrook, former EI stu- of a cube to so great an extent that
DRESS
has the triple benefits of all.
And
Associate
Justice Louis Dembitz dent, a..."ld a member of Phi Sigma Ep- the effect is very abstract and flat.
now having once gotten into the houses, Brandeis, whom Wilson appointed in silon, underwent an appendicitis opwhat of the plumbing conditions? 1916, was 78 in November.. Although erati·on at the Memorial Hospital in
COUNCIL POSTPONES
I
Twenty houses or 19 per cent have old he 'is the oldest member, his healt h JS Mattoon, Sunday.
PRESENTING PICTURE
plumbing, 54 point with prid~ to new, . still g·ood, his mind alert. As ~?
21 or 20 per cent have fairlY new anti-corporation lawyer of
W 1!son s
plumbing fixtures, while only one has day, he was for Labor, . Reform and Court is Owen Josephus Roberts, 59,
The Student Council has postponed
no bathroom. Old fixtures or new, here Social Improvement. Still . an ard~nt In whom the libera.Is place some hope. sponsoring the show, "Count of.,Mo~te
are data on the number using the protagonist of these theones, ,_1't:stwe From his post as a corporation lawyer Cristo," on F'e bruary 6, b-ut wu_l p_e-~
bathrooms. Two use bathroom at 10 Brandeis is, nevertheless, unconvmced in Pennsylvania he came to Washing- sent- it at a later date. The Feoruary
houses for a 9.5 per cent average; three of the divine Na-ture of any :nan and ton to clear up the Naval Oil Scan- 6 spot has been taken over by Sigma
· 15 houses for a 14.2 per cent stand- accepts some of the Rooseveltian n~ea dals for Coolidge. Hoover also ap- Tau Delta, which will offer, "Jane
:g; four in 19 houses-18 per cent; five sures with reservations.
pointed him to the bench, in 1930. Al- Eyre."
in 19 houses-18 per cent and so o~. , Justice George ~utherland, a con~e~~ though he is generally regarded i1S a
Patronize the News advertisers.
Thirteen people use the bathroom m ative, was born m England and re~ conservative, some of his recent \ie\vs
one house. But the average, observes ed in Utah. Def~ated for re-e:e:;wn have supported New Deal measm·es.
the speedhometer, is decidedly favor- in 1916, after servmg 16 years. a.~ ...-enLatest appointee to the Com;:; is
ator from Utah, he was assigned. to Benjamin Nathan Gardozo, formerly
able.
.
. .
the court by Harding six years later. chief judge of the New York State
Light Housekeepmg ProVIsions
.
t'
·s .fu5sociate
Court of Appeals, who was chosen by
.
ld l'ke to LikeWise a conserva lVe I
Our inge?ious device" v:ou
I
- Justice Pierce Butler of Minnesota, Hoover 'i n 1932 to succeed Justice Oi.isay somethmg about
Light House
h
ed to be a law partner of \ViiEVERYTIDNG GOOD
ver Wendell
Holmes.
Diminutive,
keeping" conditions. "Seven h~useho~d- ; 0 ~ Mitchell Hoover's Attorney white-crested, Cardozo is a scholar
TO EAT
ers extend no light housekeepmg pnv- mm
Hardin~ appointed him to
and
an
outstanding
liberal.
The
clarI
ileges Ah wait, I must have my per Genera .h . 1922
·
'
h
ld
the
l:>enc
m
·
ity
and
logic
of
his
opinions
make
Phone
422
403
Lincoln
St.
1
0
cent say-it's 6.6; four house
ers
.
··B b ,
them a.mong the most quoted of ~ny
im ose an extra charge for use of gas
Justice Roberts Is.
a. Y.: ro·,
in the United States.
~ ~---------------~ ~
forp cooking. As for those doing light
a
housekeeping, 20 houses or 19 per ~ent Justi~ H~rl~~oF~ ~iberal during hls
extend the use of kitchenettes.. Eight mor~ osi~ ;he Supreme Court. Born
houses have dark stai~ways; m. on: ~e~:w Hampshire and educated at
house the storage room 1S not curtamed, m h
t h was a Columbia law prothree, or 2.8 per cent have base~en~ :;:,o~r~tile Coolidge called him in as
kitchens which are not curtamed, Attorney General to clean up after the
fourteen or 13 per cent are J?lagued
hi G ng. In
192 5 he was advanced
with junk in the baseme~t. Girl stu- ~ t~e :upreme Court, where "Holmes,
dents in 42 houses cook m the base- B
d is and Stone dissenting" from
ment; 38 houses or 36 pe~ cent exten~ t~anco~servative majority opinion beprivileges of the family kitchen. Here s ca~e a familiar phrase. Baby of the
a fact to shock you-Only 40 of the 1
houses, 38 per cent, have disposal sinks; ~ ------------------~
47 or 44 per cent have ice boxes.
CALL 404
Significant, eh ?"
And now, speedhometer, let's have a
IN MILLINERY,
parting shot at so e snappy "odd and 1
Regular $2.49 Values in Young
extra for laundry privileges, that's-READY-TO -WEAR, ETC.
R. W. WESTENBARGER
Men's
Dress Pants, consisting of
just a minute w le I check hereat
hard and soft finishes, in ChevHigh Grade Cleaning at the Same Price.
that's 51.4 per ce t."
iots and Frencn backs. Colors
We Do All Kinds of Tailoring
"Thanks, Spee hometer," and that
navy, oxford, brown and tweedy
Will be all for to ay."
effects. All with 22-in. bottoms.
Charleston, Ill.
610 Sixth St.
To the hou
seholders of Charleston:
"Toss o'n another shovel full of coal,
See t
hat your home is neat, clean, and

1
• who
that flys
airy an
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°
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The Soap Box
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me~ber
19~0,
lurec~
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rad~os

I

hou~es

a~oi•g
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.Vls~aJIZation:
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de~
~:r

le~s

a~]
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NEW SHIPMENT

PANTS

ac::

Asso~u;t.t~

Fletcher's Grocery

i

I

F1~rmerly

I

co~erv;;~:~ h~~s:v~~~·~

LUNCH AND FOUNTAIN SERVICE

LITTLE CAMPUS CAFE
Phone 1020

I

Drastl•C Reductions

Charleston Cleaners & Dyers

The Vogue Shop
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Last Half Rally Falls Short as Normal Beats EI, 31-29
Lantzmen Almost Overco
N .
I'
+·-·- ·- .._,._,,__,._.._,._.,_·-·+ P l S · k d 1 h R · h · l\T
.
me orma s pANTHER GRAM
au
wrc ar .' JO n rtc re.Hamed
23-9 Half Lead, Curry Paces EI Attack
As Co-captazns of 1935 Grzd Eleven
- BySlRLA NTZELOT-

---

S

+·-·--··-··-··-··--··-··-·~-··-~·-~+

I

Panthers Make Twenty Points in I WESTLAKE COX ARE
When either Normal or Carbondale
comes to town you may be sure that
LEADING SCORERS IN
Second Half; Hold Red Bird
Cagers to Only Eight.
CONFERENCE BATTLES there will be a battle royal. Saturda,y

I ------

Elected Co-captain

Lineman, Backfield Star, Are
Chosen By Team Mates to Lead
Lantzmen.

night's episode was no exception. After
trailing badly at half time the fighting EI team came back in a br'illiant
rally which almost ended disastrousJy
for Normal. The rivalry which exists
between EI and Normal is f:'Jways
spirited and intense and no one realizes better than Joe C'ogdal what a I
bunch of fighters he runs into when
he brings a team to Charleston.

During the chapel hour last TuesThe Panthers, although playL'lg a
Accept'ing figures
compiled for
day, at which time sweaters were disflashy second half game, were unable games played before Thursday and
tributed to letter winners during the
to overcome a 23 to 9 intermission which represent the first half of the
sports year of 1934, Coach C. P. Lantz
score favoring Normal and lost 31 to current IIAC basket ball season, Ben29 here Saturday night.
ny Westlake of DeKalb is revealed as
introduced football leaders for the
1935 season. Co-captains were electThe Red Birds, led by the Adams the leading scorer with 69 points. Ee
ed by the team in the persons of Paul
brothers and Barton jumped into an is closely trailed by Delmar Cox of
1
Swickard,
a junior, and John Ritchie,
early 10 to 5 lead. A basket by Curry Millikin, with 57 markers, who ll!lS
a juni,or.
and a basket and free throw by Det- played in only four games, ur that
tro were all of the EI's points until number fewer than Westlake has apSwickard was regular center this
late in the first half when Brown hit peared in this year.
year, playing more minutes than other
It was a great game and a toue-h
for a basket and a free throw and
Another 1mpor
·
t ant f ac t Olr JS
·
tl
..
·. 1e one to lose. Both teams were primecl
players with the exception of Harry
Honefinger and Shaw c-ounted from scor1'ng race 'is Loms· L as1·t er o f 11·
·
·
·
- 11n01s for the occasion.
The phenomenal
. 1 Sockler. He hails from Newman high
the free throw · lane to raise Charles- c o11ege wh o h as t a 11·1ed 57 pom
· t s an d sharp-shooting of Deacon Barton and
school where he was an All-Okaw
ton's total to nine. The R ed Birds of- has pl"'yed
· f'1ve games. D unng
·
t t1e
.
...,
m
the Adams boys (we refrain from ~a.rValley center for three years. He atfense meanwhile had boosted the Nor- past week George Welbor:n, McKeu- ing lucky) set the EI offense on i~s
tended DeP auw University at Greenmal total to 23 at half time.
dree's freshman forward, and Jim heels during the first half. As EI shiftcastle, Ind., in his freshman year.
Soon after the start of the :o:ecc>nd Win of Illinois College, lost ground. ed t o a fast break coupled with a lot
Swicltard stands six feet tall and weighs
half baskets by Honefinger and Shaw, They are tied for fourth place with of fight the Red Birds were put to
195 pounds.
plus a free throw, were matched with 53 points apiece.
rout and we venture to say that hatl
John Ritchie, fullback, is a graduate
goals by Barton and Don Adams, Herb
The leaders are as follows:
the game been 42 minutes instea'l of
of Lawrenceville high. He has been
Adruns also contributing a charity toss.
F. F. T. 40, there might have been a, diffet·cnt
the first substitute at fullback for
Then the Panthers sharpened their
G. G. T. P. story recorded.
three seasons. A hard plunging back,
claws and started climbing. 'I'h;ree Westlake, DeKalb
........8 31 7 69
he is most useful on line smashes
baskets by Curry, _two by McClain, .o~e I Go~, MillU:in ..................... ..4 20 ' 17 57 BITS ABOUT 'EM:
when yards mean first downs.
by Jones, along With three free thlo~s Lasiter, IllmoiS .................. 5 23 11 57
OKEY
HONEFINGER
has
turned
j
This marks the first time in several
ra'ised the Panther total to 29 with le8S I W elborn, McKendree ...... 5 20 13 53
out
to
be
the
varsity's
social
lion.
Last
seasons
that a captain h as been named
than a minute to play. In the mean-/ Winn, Illinois .................... 5 20 13 ti3
week
he
received
an
invitation
to
a
at
EI.
Coach Lantz has resorted to
time a ll that Normal could add was 3 Nori, DeKalb ......................8 22 6 50
very
exclusive
party
given
by
the
stun
aming
a captain before each game
free throws, one scored by H erb Ingerski, Eureka ................ 5 17 12 16
dents
of
the
fifth
grade
of
the
TRAINduring
previous
seasons.
Adams and two by Don Adams, giving Markel, C'arthage .............. 5 19 '7 45
ING
SCHOOL
.
.
.
.
Nnt
to
be
outthe Red Birds 31 points as the game Slmglund, DeKalb ............8 15 14 44
ended.
Goldman, Millikin .......... ..4 18 4 40 done, LEE WATTS and WAYNE NEAL
Cuny and McClain were outstandcame forth with personal written inviing for EI while Barton, Smith, and
t
tations which they had received to a
Don Adams paced the Normal quintet.
I
tea given by several members of the
Paul Swicka,rd, who will act as coNotes on the game: Barton, colored
faculty . . . . The football team should pilot of 1935 Panthers.
Honor sweaters were awarded to 38
star for Normal, handled the pivot
be congratulated in their selection of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - letter winners by Coach G. P. Lantz
position with the greatest of
ease
The Gilbert Boys defeated the Phi JOHN RITCHIE and PAUL SWICK··
dming chapel last Tuesday. F ootball
(Like the man on the fly'ing trapeze) Sigs 27 to 7. Kessinger alone out- ARD as co-captains for the '35 varsltV'.
men received 18 sweaters to lead tlle
. . . . Howa,rd Balla,rd, Panther star, scored the opponents. The Here Tis The fact that one is a backfield man
parade. Sweaters were distl·ibut.ed
has been scoreless in one game each defeated the Phi Sigs 20 to 14 'in an and the other a lineman makes t.he
among other sports as follows: Trark
year he has played. The Normal g·ame unimpressive game. The Little Egyp- choice especially appropriate .... The
10, baseball 6, tennis 2 and managers
was his first this year. Heretofore, his I tians defelttedi the weakening Hoods intramurallea.gue race h as taken on all
One of EJ's most sacred rivals, the 2.
scoreLss game have been followed by 36 to 13. Milburn was high point 1:1 a n the aspects of an interesting fight for Carbondale Maroons, will meet the
Sweaters winners other than t hose
15 to 20 point scoring sprees-\vhich with 13 points for the Little Egypt-ians. first honors. Four of five teams have Panthers here Friday n'ight. The
in
football, which were announced in
may be wise warning to Carbondale The Hoods defeated the Deuces 14 to shown outstanding strength in league Southerners have suffered only one
last
week's News, are : Track- Edwin
. . . . Only three substitutes saw ac- 11 in a slow scoring game. The Lions contests. Fidel'is, Little Egyptians, Top defe~t in th~ conference, that
a
Galbreath,
Frank Broyles, Joe Hendertion for E1, which is a new low record I took a game from the Fidelis, to place ,NotcJ:ers, and Bethonians are at pres-! C'hnstmas hollday game with De KaUJ.
son,
Vincent
Kelly, Melvin Alexander
for the yea,r . . . . Normal connected "Seckler's tea~" t hird, and lower the ent m a free for all battle for the The M~c-men added to their prestige
for 11 field goals out of 41 attempts. waning Fidelis to fifth place. The trophy · · · · DON NEWELL, B team last. Friday night when they took Sc.ott Funkhouser, Cha.rles Austin:
Lions were able to hold Evers down: -, forward, is working toward a career in Loms "Too-tall" Lasiter and Company Milton Baker, Willard Witte, and
Bradley; tennis-Marion Mathe1s and
in bed. He did not know the game t he FLYING CADETS. Las~ week he from Illinois College into camp.
John
Wyeth; baseball- McCaleb, Har•
was scheduled. The Here Tis climb8d 11 ad some moments of anx1ety when
The Maroons are paced by Lynn
old
Marker,
Harry Fitzhugh , Ernie
a little farther from the pit, defeating he was accidentally struck in the eye Holder and Gerald Veach at forwards.
Pricco,
Hutchinson,
a nd Jimmie Ken ·
--the Caesar's <Gohorts 23 to 13. The during practice. If the lllJUry had These two men have accounted !'or 53
intramural
manager,
Paul Barrick~
Twelve college men signified their Top Notchers defeated the Shootin g proved serious enough to impair the field goals in seven games. Gray and
b.a.sebaJl
managexl,
:yester
Utterback.
desire for a golf team at EI this spring Stars 22 to 13 in a slow game. The sight in any way, it would have meant Emery at guards are both strong ofat a meeting held last 'I'uesday under Tigers won from the Math C1ub 20 to an end to h is aspirations of becoming fensively and defens'ively. These two
the direction of F. A. Beu. · Plans will 9. The game marked the Tigers' first an aviator . . . . WAYNE NEAL came men contributed 29 field goals. Hall,
proceed now toward selecting two or victory, a surprise, since it was over a J back from a trip home last week-end at center, is the only new man on the
three opponents among Illinois colleges team generally conceded strong. The to hold the PANTHER LAIR boys team. He has scored 56 points in
for dual events. Mr. Beu will tutor Gilbert Boys defeated the C'aesar's Co- spellbound with his vivid descripti!ons seven games. All of this scoring in<li20 years' experience guarantees
the golf prospects.
harts 42 to 8. Taylor, center, scored of the great Tuscola fire . . . . JOE ' cates a strong offensive team.
satisfaction in shoe repairing.
Those favoring competition in golf 17 points while Kessinger got 14 for HENDERSON is acquiring a CHICAGO
The Panthers will be without the
as a regular sport were: Clarence Ca.rl- the Gilbert Boys.
ACCENT . . .. The new honor sweaters services of Bob Holmes, freshman
We are now located at
son, Reno B'ianchi, Ben Edman, £-:Tax
are quite noticeable wherever crowds forward, who is at present inelig'ible.
Newell, Paul Swickard, Ward Welland, PANTHERS WILL MEET
gath er . . . . CHARLEY AUSTIN'S ex- However, they will be strengthened
605 7th St. just off the
Frederick Miller, Charles
Spooner,
SPARKS ON WEDNESDAy cuse for not wearing his new sweater by the return of "Joker" Jones, who
southeast corner square
WI DO QUI M8'r
Gerald McNeal, Jimmy Tedrick, Edwas that he had to return it to have has been out with an injured arm.
1
ward Gates, and Alexander Summers.
The Panthers will m eet Spa-rks Bus- the sleeves made longer. We didn't
iness College of Shelbyville there Wed- know that PEM HALL lengthened
ne~y night in a return game. The sleeves.
locals quelled Sparks earlier in the
season on the local court by a 57 to 18
Buy tickets for "Jane Eyre" at Peomarg in. Sparks is expected to show ples Drug Store- Wa lgr een System- ~
Wednesday evening the Math Club an improved team, since the EI con- North side square.
met the Dueces and registered an- flict was only its fourth of the sea.other victory after a close game. Pru- son.
~------------------· 1
ett, with seven, and Feller, witl1 six
points, led the Math Club
attack.
HERE TIS TEAM WINS
Whites-Blues-Fancies
Mosely was hitting for the Dueees,
gett'ing seven of their 12. The final
The Here Tis squad squeezed a vic- '
tory out af a tight 13 to 11 game with \
score was 15 to 12.
The Bethonians tramped the Tigers, the Math Club Thursday night. U s•
18 to 4. The Tigers scored only from ing football tactics in the last haif,
the free throw lip.e, Chunges getting the Here Tis men h eld the line while
Full cut, guaranteed fast colors,
three free tosses and Holaday one. Jones plunged throogh to score a to7 button front. Broadcloths
Scheer, · Lancaster, and Aberna,tby tal of e'i.ght points.
prints and madras fab1ics. Th~
scored for the Bethonians.
98c shirts are fully shrunk. See!
C'ompare these shirts for qual'FIRE DESTROYS JOHN
ity,
workmanship, fit and value!
Now on a Stick!!
They can't be beat at the price.

I

I

I

G •1b

B

A

38 Lettermen Are
A warded Sweaters

I

er
oys mass
High Scores Saturday

Lantzmen to Meet
Carbondale Friday

I

Golf Teams Organized
At Meeting on Tuesday

ASHBY'S SHOE
SHOP

I

Si
1----------------'

Math Club Conquers;
Bethonia.n s Triumph

MEN'S

NEW! I

BIG!

ESKIMO PIE

RITCHIE'S CLOTHING

John Ritchie, co-captain-elect of the
'36 football team, is marooned in college
with nothing but his football sweater
and the clothes on his back. His home
in Lawr enceville burned Friday, destroying everything, even the launchry
he had sent home.

~

WIDOOUI Ml1

Werden Grocef'y

Groceries, Lw1ch Meats, Fresh
Fruits & Vegetables

·~
....

--

South Side
Squaa-e

SHIRTS
79c 98c

5c

Sizes 14 to 17
ALSO ESKIMO COOLER

Meadow Gold Dairy

JAMES&MURRAY

PHONE 7

CLOTHIERS

5I..... ....
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Student Hurls Philippic, Vituperative r-I,._.,_,._~~-..- ..-~-s~-. -dl:-·-~+1 Digest Poll Names All-American Grid
1 tan tng
1
•
EJ
B
k
b
ll
''C'
' l ntramura
• D lTTers
•rr wrt
• h Ch orce
. of E xperts
1nvectrve at
as et a ranettes +~-~~-~~-~~-~~-..-~~-~~-~~-..- ..- ..- · ,..,..
~ eam,
I Team

It's Not as Bad as All That, But
Remedies Are Offered for
"Wandering Co-ed's Eyes. "
It has recently been called t o our attention (And we are very patient
listener-toers) that there are a great
deal too many · basketball "fans" who
are not fans at all. It developed in
the course of the conversation that t h e
feminine fan is t h e chief-and, onlyoffender. Our informer charges that
at least half of those who attended
our basketball spectacles do n ot watch
the game at all, but fasten their eyes
on the opposite gallery.
Closer observation reveals that those same eyes

:·:l;e~!~~ c;~~to~~%~~~~t!~;n~o~ ~~~
0

faunish eyes, is watching the game.
After having given the matter a

Won Lost Pet.
The Associated Collegiate P ress con- ceiving many more votes than any of
1
.888 d ucted a poll among undergraduates his team mates. Neither Don Hutson
B ethonian s ... ...... .... ... .. .... 8
Lions .... ... .. .. ...... .... .. .. ... ........ 8
2
.800 of the nation at the close of the foot- nor Dixie Howell, both of Alabama and
Little Egyptians ............ 7
2
.777 ball season to select a "student's stars of the Rose Bowl game, were
T op Notch ers .................... 7
2
.777 choice" All-American grid team. The placed on tlte first team.
3
9
Cunference games for the week of F i.delis ................................
·750 results were interesting in that the
4
J anuary 28 to February 2 are' as fol- j Gilbert Boys .................... 6
·600 fan s agreed a little better than 50 per
LOCAL B TEAM TO PLAY
545
5
6
lows: Monday-Augustana at st. Am- JMath Club. .. ..................
·
cent of the time with professional ex545
5
·brose; Tuesday-DeK alb a.t State No1·- ~ P anth er Lair
................ 6
·
perts.
EI's B Team, coached by John
5
5
mal; Thursday-George Williams at ~oods
..............................
·500
The thousands who answered the poll Wyeth, plays t he Indiana
State
Wheaton; Friday-Macomb at Knox; 1 Jim Ta~ ........................ 5
5
·500 made the f ollowing choices: Captain Freshman at Terre Haute tonight.
7
Carbondale at Charleston; Saturday- 1 Here Tis .......................... 6
·464 and fullback-Pug Lund, Minnesota; Sat urday night the locals
meet
7
Danville Teachers (Ind.) at state / Deuces.
···························· 3
·301> Halfbacks-Fred Borries, Navy; and Springfield Junior College on the loNormal; Eureka at Augustana; Aur- Caesa~ s Cohorts ............ 2
9
.181 Duan e P urvis, P urdue; Quarterback- ! cal court. Next Monday night the
ora at Elmhurst; Carthage at Emling- Sh?ot~ng Stars .... ···· ........ 1
7
·125 Bobbie Grayson , Stanford; Center- Rantoul Flyers play here.
ton Junior College (Ia.) ; Shurtleff at P hi Sigs ............................ 1
9
·100 Jack Robinson, Notre Dame; GuardsMcKendree; Illinois Wesleyan at De- Tigers ................................ 1
9
.100 Geor ge B arclay, North Carolina, and
R egis Mo-nahan, Ohio State; Tackles- GOLDE N RULE SHOE SH OP
Kalb.
Larry Lutz, California, and Bill Lee,
Have Your Shoes Rebuilt
Alabama; Ends-John Pennypacker,
Scores of games played in the
and Sav~ Money
ennsylvania,
and
Frank
Larson
MinP
tle 19 during the past week are as fol'
'
lows: States Normal 18, St. Viator 16;
The. most interesting meeting the nesota.
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK!
Illinois Co.J.le,ge 60, Eureka 24 ,· Macomb Council has held was the one 2.fter
The
Minnesota
Gophers
were
virtualth b
t Just ask "Si" or "Green
First Door West of Square on
ly crowned national champion, since
33, Carthage 25; Knox 38, Bradley, 23;
e a~que ·
Jackson
their men were most frequently chosen
DeKalb 32, Macomb 30; State Nor- I Shorts.
for individual positions. Pug Lund was .
PHONE 74
mal 21, EI 29; Augustana 39, earthage 36; DePaul 23, DeKalb 12; North
You should see "Huppy" guard a the real hero of t he undergrads, re1
Central 28, Armour Tech 22; Carbon- certa.in long and lanky forward. Or- 1
'------------------------~
dale 37, Cape Girardeau 24; Goe 31, watch her jump center against anothMonmouth 29; Cornell 41, Monmouth er tall individual. The price of dod21.
mission should go to pay for the injuries of said persons.

List Past, Future
Conference Games
·
-I

Lit- ~

W AA Scoreboard

great deal more consideration than we
are accustomed to, the
following
remedies have been arrived at: (a) Require all such offenders to sit on the
back row, with their heads turned toward the wall; (b) require women to
come to basketball games blindfolded;
(c) make the girls sign an affidavit
that they will watch the game and
nothing else on penalty of having to
watch it; (d) allow no girls to attend
And speaking of "Huppy"-she has
games; (e) allow no good-looking men
the most becoming blush. Ask an.vwho lure feminine glances to come to
o-ne who attended the Council banbasketball frays; (f) allow no men
quet.
Ray Murphy, St. Viator's football
whatever, regardless of their qualifications, to attend.
coach, is after a big league football
Fencin club is rapidly becoming
may land
gul
Five more people atThose last three or four suggestions schedule .for next. fall and
t
·t
more pop ar.
are excellent, we believe. We could th e opem~g ~ss1gnmen
WI h New tended the last session.
instigate a "girls' night" for a certain York umvers1ty. He has already
number of home games.
We don't scheduled St. Benedict's of Kansas,
The ping pong tournament has been
know what you would do about the coached by Moon Mullins, the former indefinitely postponed until repairs
men playing basketball, but after all, Notre Dame star for a n'ight game, are made on the table. Someone must
that is none of our business. If the which will probably be played in Chi- not have read this column last week.
athletes of our college are not at- cago. Ed Krause's St. Mary's eleven
tractive enough to hold the attention of Winona, Minn., will probably be
Tap dancing is stlll tnl~ most ·;JCP··
of femine blinkers, that is obviously a played on Thanksgiving eve in Chi- ular activity of the hour but we
slip-up on Nature's behalf and we re- cago. Another newcomer on the Via- haven't received any invitationc:; yet.
fuse to take the slightest interest in tor chart next fall is the University
it. At the end of the game for girls, of Wichita.
Mrs. William L. Bucher, Jr., of Cntea or some other such bilious beverlumbus, Pa., the former Miss Martha
Jane Lantz of this city, arrived Suaage could be served by the W AA. In
day afternoon for a two weeks' visit
this manner, that group could have
with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C . P.
something to do. But we are afraid
By Dorothy Bonham.
we are getting absolutely no place in
Lantz and sister, Miss Natalie.
"Let It B e Forgotten"
this discourse. In fac"'• it is perfectly
it
be
forgotten, as a flower is forobvious that we are not. The seat of Let
gotten,
trouble lies in the fact that EI's gymnasium is entirely too small, permitting Forgotten as a fire that once was
singing gold.
the range of one's eyesight to carry
I
Let
it be forgotten for ever and everacross the floor and into the opposite
No of
Time
is
a
kind
friend,
he
will
m~.ke
gallery. This is bad. What we need
Team Player
Score Games
us old.
is a large gym, so that what is beyond
Fidelis, Evers ............................ 95
12
appears like nothing more than a blur, If
.
Little Egyptians Milburn ...... 91
9
and thus is uninteresting.
We will
anyone asks, say It was forgotten Lions, Sockler ..........................81
10
stake our last drop of ink that in this 1 Long and long agoGilbert Boys K ess'inger ...... 79
J.O
As a flower, as a fire, as a hushed Bethonians Lancaster ........ 76
. the germ of the controversy.
l0
!1es
footfall
In a long forgotten snow.
Math Club Feller .................. 70
1101
Panther Lair Jones .............. 68
S ara T easd ale writes light, .frotlw,
12 1
.
h
Fidelis Carruthers ................ 65
1ove l yncs, w ich are the spontaneous
outbursts of intense emotion. They are
narrow in rhythmic range and ~!aBig scores net big publicity! At least dence. In comparison with the more
MARI NELLO
1
that is the result of EI's 105 to 27 vic- fini.,hcd J·~"'auty of Amy Lowell and
tory over Jonesboro Baptist, Ark. A Edna St. Vincent Millay, she seems
I
New Yorker has sent a clipping which immature in her emotional expression.
North Side Square
1
was taken from the New Y?rk Sun~ay
Sara Teasdale writes of love, natul"e,
SPECIALIZING
News to the Charleston Daily Couner. and death. In her naAture lyrics 5he
It relates that two records were brok- has reached a higher standard of poin All Kinds of
en in that game, one by Eastern State et'ical beauty than in her love lyrics.
BEAUTY WORK
in scoring 105 points and the other by Even nature is viewed
however. as
w. c. Peters, Prop.
Phone 1506
Jonesboro in losing six of its seven seen thr·ough the eyes ~f the lov~r or !,_________ _ ""'!""'_ _ _ __
men via the personal foul route.
the broken hearted person.
The best known of her published
News ads will tell you what Charles- collections are River to the Sea, Love
ton merchants have to offer. Watch SCJngs, Dark of the Moon, and ·!<'lame I
them and trade with our advertisers.
and Shadow from which the poem I
What b etter way to return that
have quoted is taken. In these vel+·--·•-••-••-••-••-•·-·--·•-••- ••- tI I umes of brief lyrics are found, "elaunexpected Christmas gift
than a photograph.
sive little flashes of emotion ca.ttv,ht
.1
_1 and molded for us like tiny figures in
+-~~-~~-·-•-••-u-u-••-u-••-••-•+ ivory." Through all of these l:,'rics,
TeamWon Lost Pet. the sincer'ity of her writings is reveal- ,
State Normal .................... 5
o 1.000 e d.
Augustana ........................ ..4
o 1.000
North Central ................ ..4
0
1.000
Ill. College ........................ 5
1
.833
Macomb .............................. ..4
1
HOO
Kno>: ...... .. ......................... .4
1
.800
Carbondale ....................... .4
1
.800

St. Viator Schedules
'B• T•
'0
Ig Ime pponents

1

Poetry Scrapbook

Jim Evers Maintains
Lead in Intramurals !

Jonesboro-EI Game
Is Highly Publicized

I

BEA UTY SHOP

I
I

I

Art Craft Studio

I Little 19 Standings :

I

Phone 598

1----------------"

Millikin ................................ 3

1
3

.750

3
2

.571

DeKalb ................................ 6
Carthage .......................... ..4
Wheaton ..............................1
Eureka .................................. 2
Charleston ..........................1
Wesleyan .............................. !
McKendree ........................ 1
Monmouth ..........................0
St. Viator ............................ 0
Shurtleff .............................. o

3
3
5
1
4
4

Bradley ................................0

5

Elmhurst .............................. 0

7

4

.666
.333
.333
.250
.250
.:!.60
.000
.000
.000
.0001
.000

Halibut Liver
Oil Capsules- 79c;
Carlton Cosmetics-39c · 1000 Cleansing Tissues-u9c-Peopl~s Drug Store,
North side sqaure.

for

11

SOCIA L FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING

T ODAY (TUES.) AND W EDNESDAY-

Anne

Tom

SHIRLEY

BROWN
in

'Anne of Green Gables'
ALSO IRVIN S. COBB COMEDY-NEWS

THURSDAY ONLY-

Mary CHRISTIANS- Charles BICKFORD
in

'Wicked W oman'
ALSO l\IUSICAL REVUE-CARTOON-ACT

FRIDAY ONLY-

Chester MORRIS-Rochelle HUDSON
in

'I've Been Around'
ALSO COMEDY-ACT-NOVELTY

SATURDAY ONLY-

Lyle TALBOTT- Ann DVORAK
in

'Murder .in the Clouds'
ALSO CARTOON-COMEDY-ACT

SUNDAY & M ONDAYGuy

Aline

K IBBEE

MacMAHON

in SINCLAIR LEWIS 'S

'Babbitt'
ALSO NEWS-MUSICAL REVUE-ACT

The facilities of this hotel are available
Coffee Shop-Pr ivate Dining Room
- Banquet Room
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U.S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Dlinois

AT T H E REX THE A TRE
FRIDAY & SAT. FEB. 1-2-

Bob STEELE
in

"Trailing North"

SUNDAY & MON.FEB. 3-4Victor McLAGLEN
Edmund LOWE
in

- Also-

" MAN LOCK"

Serial-cartoon

Also Comedy-Cartoon-Act

R obert Crowder, Former EI Student
Now Teaching in Japan, Tells of Trip
Excursion to Formosa During
Holiday Vacation Related in
Letter from Mr. Crowder.

Tue~day;

TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Page Ten

VICIOUS DUMB-BELL
SWATS GYM STUDENT
IN NEFARIOUS ATTACK

Reports Featured at
I
Meett.ng of Players

Elmer Dalton was the victim
of a nefarious attack by a vicious dumb-bell Thursday. H e
was struck from behind--<a terrific blow on the head that rendered him unconscious for an
unknown period.
When he came to, he was unable to account for the assault.
He claims to have no enemies,
and certainly he had no money
on him, because he was wooring
gym pants at the time. Bystanders' accounts all say that
the dumb-bell arose from the
end of a rope jumping bar that
Dalton was trying to clear; his
toe caught, whirled the dumbbell from the peg over which
the rope lay, and "conked"
him.

January ·29, l93S

Provisions Made for Music Students
With Adoption of New Course Here
EI Debaters Share
First with DeKalb

Courses in Instrumentation and
Conducting Foster Training
School Band Organization.

(Continued from Page 1)
Almost twenty per cent of the teach·
Robert Crowder, a student at EI
Three reports by club members and
last year and now teaching in the aiTangement of a definite social caland thirty men's teams representing ing positions open last year demandupper grades in Pyengyang, Korea, endar occupied the Players in their
ten schools. In all ten schools sent ed that the applicant be qualified to
direct band, orchestra, chorus, or a
writes the NEWS, telling of a trip meeting Thursday evening. Thomas
forty-siJS: teams. Four states
were
combination of these extra-curricular
taken during the holidays to Formosa. Chamberlin, president of the club, anrepresented. Besides the schools from
Mr. Crowder was at EI only one year, nounced that he had appointed JoseIllinois there were teams from Wis- activities. For some time, Eastern Illicomi g here after three years on a phine Thomas to represent the Playconsin, Michigan, and Indiana.
nois has felt the effects of. these demands when school boards h1red gradumusic course at James Millikin. He ers at the meeting of the Recreation
For those schools entering both men's ates from other schools who were able
major ed in Art at EI. His home is committee on Monday.
and wom~n's te~s Charles~on ~nd 1 to fulfill these duties, rather than hire
in Bethany, Ill. Mr. Crowder sailt:d
Following the business meeting,
DeKal? tle.d for f~rst place with m~e- an EI graduate who had no training
in August of last year for his appoint- three reports were given. Jayne I,ynch
teen VICtones. Olivet was se~ond w~th along such lines. This year, the facment in Korea.-The Editors.
reviewed some of the cuiTent musiseventeen and Wheaton third w1th ulty committee on curricula added a
"We, editorially speaking, found that cal comedies now showing in New
a three weeks Christmas vacation was York. Gwendolyn Oliver compared the
eleven.
course in Instrumentation and conductdrawin g close. In fact, it was only five New York which now draws good EurThere was no cup given for the ing to the music department's curricuhours before the holidays were to be- opean plays to the New York which
winning of this tournament. The next lum, in the hope that such a step
gin officially that we found ourselves once brought in good plays.
activity of the EI debate teams is in would be effective in helping place our
Mary
with no plans for the days .of liber- Catherine Love spoke of work in the
the conference debates to be held in graduates.
ation. After first consulting the old costume department.
the next two months. The winner of
Known as Instrumen tation 30, 3l,
bank book, which is a necessary evil~
this
will receive a silver loving cup. and Conducting 32 , this course is open
The Players have been asked to
we went down town to the J apan present a play before the Rotary Club
DeKalb holds last year's champion- to music majors, minors, and students
Tourist Bureau to see what kind of a on February 21. The play and cJ.st
ship.
belonging to the college band or orvacation could be bought for a dime. will be selected soon. The club is ulso
Of the teams m et by EI debaters in chestra. Members of t he class are
Of course, she suggested a jaunt into making plans for an Open Honse to
The fourth grade of the Training the tournament some will be met in given a practicable working knowledge
Japan, but we, being boat-minded, de- be held within the next two months. school, taught by Miss Myrtle Arnold,
regular conference debates.
of all orchestral instruments, m ethods
cided to sail down to Formosa to speak Due to illness, Robert Shiley was un- recently received a letter from Anne
The first debate to be held at EI is of organization and administration,
English to the wild men there. After
able to be present for the meeting, and Chase Bronkhorst of Cedara, Natal, the meet between North Central's af- and most important-a first-hand
a few hours of figuring, wiring ahead
South Africa. Mrs. Bronkhorst was a firmative team and the EI negative j working knowledge of grade and high
R. W. Weckel Mted as adviser.
for steamship reservations, etc., we
member of the W·omen's Physical Edu- team on February 8. EI did not meet 1 school bands and orchestras.
managed to pack in 20 minutes and
cation department here last year. Her North Central at the tournament.
On December 1, the Training School
whizz down to the station just in time
On Friday night the Normal Univer- Band was organized. About 60 stu-.
to catch the train.
sity entertained the visiting debaters dents from grades four to eight began
Describes Train Trip
(Continued
from
Page
7)
at a banquet at Fell Hall.
to study intsruments. This group re"Once on the train we discovered
hearses each Tuesday and Thursday
that all the berths were taken, so we
parked ourselves in the day coach with ter when a globe shows how the earth
~fternoon at 3 :45 at the Band Build•
mg. The Lyons Band Inst r ument
Japanese, Koreans, and Chinese, and moves upon itself and around the
tried to get a little sleep. About six sun. These youngsters will have an
Compa ny of Chicago cooperated with
1
in the morning we awoke to find much advantage over present students when
(Continued from Page 2)
the organization by providing stuto our surprise that we had spent the they come to Geography 21!
dents with instruments on a m onthly
night on a Japanese college boy's
rental plan. The band is composed of
shoulder.
From the motions and origin of the
ful career as a coach and teacher at 24 clarinets, 1 flute, 1· saxophone, 11
Farmer City, Greenup, and Brocton. cornets, 4 mellophones, 7 trombones,
"At eight-thirty we had our break- earth, the second graders are coming
His undergraduate training has been 3 baritones, 3 basses, and 7 drums.
fast in the diner. Little did we real- to the moon and its phases. The
wholly in the field of Science and his Later, another flute, a n alto clarinet,
ize that would be our last meal with moon will change from new moon to
teaching, other than physical educa- a bass clarinet, an oboe, and a bassoon
such implements as knife and f.ork full, will wane, and will finally return
tion, has also been in that realm. will be added. In about two months,
to transfer the food from plate to to a new moon again-all within the
Therefore,
he is well prepared to be- the band will give a demonst ration
mouth. After breakfast was over we second grade room, for here it will
Ane Chase Bronk.horst
come a high school science supervisor.
ambled back to get ready for ottt de- be demonstrated with a central light
program, to which the members are
parture from the train later. At 10:40 for the sun, ball for the earth, a~d a letter was in answer to letters written Mr. VanHorn has been offered the eargerly looking forward. Before the
we arrived in Fucon and went on to 1 s~alle~ ball f~r t_he moon.
It 15 s~ by me~bers of the fourth grade prior position of athletic -ooacb and Science end of the school year, it is expected
Critic in the TC High peginning in
the ferry Tackaju Maru, and . down simple. why Is It usually made s to Chnstmas.
t hat they will be provided with uniSeptember
of 1935, subject to the apinto the third class section There we hard?
ir
t . . d
Mrs. Bronkhorst tells of the large
forms.
1
dropped our Gladstones ~nd settled 1 •Following the
P easat~l m tro ":lc- number of colored people in s-outh proval of the Normal School Board
The Training School B and serves as
down on the matted floor with about twn to. the m~n';. ~on t Y b rou ~m.:!', Africa, of their mud huts, and of how and providing that he has completed the laboratory for the instrumelltation
100 Orientals. The strait was quite th~ children Wdi hm thou f~ ?uht tr~~r- the native women do the work while ' the work for a Master's degree by the class. Members of t he class have been
talll stars an w en
ey mlS
d~Y th
·t 'dl
b
c oncernmg
· date school opens.
rough, and after tossing about until will know' at least five constellationse men SI . . I Y
y.
"Mr. VanHorn plans to enter Indi- working with the band and conducting
7:30 p. m. we again set our feet upon
.
th Pl . d
th H ad
Cas- weather conditions there, she told ·of a
0 non
e
eia es,
e Y es,
t h .1 t
·
h' h th f
• ana University at the beginning of it. Sectional rehearsals are held at
good old "terra firma," after an in- .
.,
d th B. Di
r·
t b. I recen
ai s orm m w IC
e armers
s1opeia, an
e lg
pper, rrs
)· \
· ddl d 'th ·
11 ts th the second semester and should com- which time the band members are unspection of our passports and police constructing the constellations m _ c~ops were n
e WI . ICe pe e . e plete work for his degree at the end der complete direction of t he college
permits.
doors, and later, when the images are size of ~alnuts. Snow IS a rare thmg of summer school in August."
students.
At Shimonoseki Hotel
well fixed in their minds, they will r.ee the~e, With only 13 recorded snow~torms
"There we were in Shimonoseki, the actual constellations out-of-doors. du_rmg ~he past 59 y ears. While .EI
Patronize the News advertisers.
MEETING OF FORUM
Japan, and stationed at the Shimon- Th
.11 b g'm
· to be aware of the shivers m zero weather, South Afnca
ey WI
e
·
lt ·
·
'd
M
oseki Hotel, on the fourth floor. After splendor of the stars, and how they IS swe ermg I~ mi -summer.
rs.
The Forum will hold its regular
a meal of beef cutlets, potatoe salad, blaze on a cold winter night.
Bronkho·r st admitted that she was foreWe ·h ave a complete line of Valenmeeting Thursday night.
W ilb2rt
creamed peas and carrots, at the mercy
Awareness, that is it. Awareness of going her daily tennis match in order
Cummins, president of the group, has tate ·C andies. See us before buying.
of chopsticks, we went out walking be- the world about them, so that they to write the letter.
not announced t he topic to be disPHONE 270
fore retiring. Beautiful weeping wil- will not go through a lifetime withont
A recent locust plague visited the
cussed. The program will probably be
lows and palm trees lined the streets, seeing and feeling some of the earthly area, in which thousands of the inannounced within the next day or so.
and it was quite a treat to see green and celestial fascination that has sects swarmed over the
country,
East Side Square
leaves again after a month of ice and been put here for all of us to app1·e- destroying crops and even making it
VALENTINES
snow.
ciate. And the children are grasping difficult to drive a car.
FREE DRINKS
Send her flowers this Valentine Day,
"The next morning we slept quite these "deep facts." They like them.
Contrary to popular opinion, Mrs. February 14. Lee's Flower Shop. Phone
Lois Cottin gham , Loren Barnett,
Mary Croughan, Arthur Spence
late and arrived at the ferry that was some precoc'ious little ones are rea.dy Bronkhorst says the place where they 39.
to take us to our boat for Formosa, to forge ahead into deeper and more live is really in a very civilized part of
just as it was leaving shore. We got on intricate work, but they must leave the country, and not immersed in a
safely and promptly sat down to catch something for later on, when they jungle. There are no wild animals in '
our breath and marvel at our ability pass beyond the second grade.
the vicinity. In order to see some of '
as puddle jumpers. In about ten minthem she plans a trip into what is call- !
utes we arrived at our boat the 'S. S .
News ads wi!l tell you what Charles- ed "Bushveld" n ext year.
Takachiho Maru' and boarded. We lo- ton merchants have to offer. Watch
5c-HAMBURGERS-5c
10c-CHILI-10c
cated our cabin and after taking stock them and trade with our advertisers.
STUDENT COUNCIL DANCE
of the five Japanese sharing the same
5~HOT DOGS-5c
lO~HAM-lOc
Plans for bring a 'big name' orchesquarters we went out on deck and
watched the ship sail out from the here and there. At 7:30 we had dinner tra to EI for a dance somet'ime in
CANDIES, SANDWICHES and CIGARETTES
mouth of the inland sea and into the -a mere repetition of the noon's March under the sponsorship ')f the
open waters.
anre ~ fu~. ll ~u ~n rm~me a s~eral organ~~~ ~e wb~rtbed , ~------------------------------~-~
And What Food!
"At one o'clock luncheon was served. novice with chopsticks plus the slight to the subsidizing fund during the p<tst
As we h ad chosen J apan ese style on r.oll of the ship, and the slipperyness week.
the boat we were quite anxious to see of the food, you can get a fairly good
what the food would be like.
The idea of how we looked to ·the agile
steward brought in the lunch on a Japanese.
Fill Your Radiator with
"When dinner was finished, we again
black lacquered tray and set it with
its m any covered dishes before us. The went outside to view the gorgeous
first dish we uncovered was soup, and moonlight and enjoy the balmy breezes.
Before it Freezes
We finally resorted to tipping and After two or three hours of that we j
How do you arrive at the correct size and width?
imagine eating soup with chopsticks. turned in for the night with nothihg 'I
the
We use the new, scientific
~;;ipping which finished the soup. The but a thin pad between us and
next dish uncovered contained a little floor and a round bean pillow under
FILLING STATION
square brick that looked like cheese, our heads.
Robert H. Crowder.
shook like custard, and tasted likeOf
well, maybe you can imagine.
which measures the foot, from heel-to-toe, from heel to ball of
course there was rice, tea, fried sea
weed, something that looked like
foot, and also the correct width.
barnacles, and which I didn't taste,
PLUMBING & HEATING
and last of all a dish of raw fish. It
Open Each Saturday from
COMPANY
WE WILL BE GLAD TO MEASURE YOUR FOOT
9:30 till 2:00
was certainly our good fortune to have
a smooth sea with all the pungent Dressed chickens, fresh pork, butPlumbing, Heating and
odors and fishy look of the food.
ter, eggs, cottage cheese, homeSheet Metal Work.
"After lunch we took a snort siesta
made cakes, pies, cookies, bread
and awoke in time for tea, followed by
and rolls.
1·
The Eagle Shoe Store
North Side of Square
a turn around the decks. The ocean
% Block South of Square on
was so calm with only a few white caps I._____s_e_v_
en
_ t_h_s_t_ree
_t_ _ _ _....J

Former Member of El
Faculty Writes Class

I

Second Grade Pupils
Study Fundamentals

Paris VanHorn to
Coach at TC Htgh

I

I

11

I

The CANDY SHOP

THE JIM TAM
T•

~~~~~~a~~~~~- ~ ~~~rm~~~~~~. ~ ~--------------------------------~

How Do You Have

ALCOHOL

NEWELL'S

\. ____,

I

Farm and Home
Market

.
I

YOUR FOOT MEASURED
Bannock Foot Measuring Device

WHITE

PHONE 295
I'----------------...1

INYART'S

Brown

~

Shoe Store

